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ABSTRACT
A detailed stratigraphic and paleontological study 
of the Ozan, Annona, and Marlbrook Formations of south­
western Arkansas has been accomplished in order to provide 
a sound basis for regional correlation of these Gulfian 
units.
The three formations were studied at the surface, 
from the tri-state border of Oklahoma-Arkansas-Texas to 
the vicinity of Arkadelphia, Clark County Arkansas, a dis­
tance of approximately one hundred miles. Partial sections 
were measured and sampled for paleontological work. No 
complete section of the Ozan or Marlbrook Formations was 
found, however, at the classic White Cliffs exposure on 
Little River, Little River County, Arkansas, a complete 
section of the Annona Chalk was measured and sampled. The 
formations were traced from the central outcrop area, 
where their boundaries had been firmly established by Dane 
(1929), to both the southwestern and northeastern outcrop 
areas, where no exact definition of the units had been 
made.
The lower unit, the Ozan Formation, thins to the 
northeast and is increasingly arenaceous-argillaceous in
xiii
contrast to its predominantly calcareous-arg’llaceous lithic 
character in the central and southwestern outcrop areas.
The basal sand of the Ozan, the Buckrange member, and its 
contact with the underlying Brownstown Formation has been 
identified in the southwestern and northeastern outcrop 
areas. The upper contact of the Ozan with the Annona Chalk 
and the Marlbrook Formation changes character along the 
outcrop. In the southwestern outcrop area and at White 
Cliffs, Little River County and Okay, Howard County, in 
the central outcrop area, the chalky marks of the upper 
Ozan are transitional into the Annona Chalk. A bored 
phosphatic zone occurs within the Annona Chalk above the 
transitional Ozan-Annona contact. To the east, near 
Yancey, Hempstead County, the thin northeastern tongue of 
the Annona Chalk, with the same bored phosphatic zone now 
at the contact, rests sharply on the upper Ozan. In the 
northeastern outcrop area the Annona is missing from the 
section and the Marlbrook Formation, with a thin basal 
sand, rests directly on the Ozan. This disconformity, re­
presented by the development of a basal Marlbrook sand in 
the near shore area and a bored phosphatic zone within 
the. Annona in the offshore area, was not previously 
recognized.
The middle unit of this study, the Annona Chalk,
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wedges out in a northeasterly direction. The chalk is 
approximately eighty feet thick at Foreman, Little River 
County, in the southwestern outcrop area and thins to one 
and one-haIf feet south of Yancey, Hempstead County, in the 
central outcrop area. Northeast of Yancey the Annona is 
absent and the overlying Marlbrook Formation rests directly 
on the Ozan. In all areas where the Annona is present its 
upper contact with the Marlbrook Formation is transitional 
in character. These two units exhibit a facies relation­
ship with one another, in that the Annona Chalk constitutes 
a lower, offshore, calcareous facies and the Marlbrook 
Formation an upper, nearshore, argillaceous facies.
The upper contact of the Marlbrook with the over- 
lying Saratoga chalk is distinct, with borings filled with 
chalk of the overlying unit extending into the Marlbrook. 
This contact maintains the same character along the out­
crop belt.
The Ostracoda fauna of the Ozan, Annona, and Marl­
brook Formations consists of sixty-four species, of which 
fourteen are new. Two additional species are reported for 
the first time from Gulfian rocks of the Gulf Coast. The 
assemblages of the three units are sufficiently distinct to 
enable identification of each unit to be made on the basis
of its fauna. The contrast between the fauna of the Ozan
xv
Formation and the underlying Brownstown Formation is suf­
ficient to support the idea that a period of nondeposition 
or extremely slow deposition intervened between the time 
of deposition of the two units.
The faunal relationships between the three units, 
with respect to the disconformity which the author places 
between the Marlbrook and Ozan Formations in the north­
eastern outcrop area and within the Annona Chalk in the 
central and southwestern outcrop areas, provide evidence 
to support the physical signs of discontinuity. A com­
parison of the contrast in faunas across this discontinuity 
and of that across the Marlbrook-Saratoga contact shows 
them to be of equal magnitude.
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INTRODUCTION
Before exact regional correlations can be established 
in an area, detailed stratigraphic and paleontologic studies 
of local units must be carried out. In an effort to resolve 
some of the problems of regional correlation of the Gulfian 
deposits of southwest Arkansas and northeast Texas, various 
graduate students at Louisiana State University have for the 
past years been conducting detailed studies of certain of 
these strata in the area mentioned. The writer's contribu­
tion to this over-all program has been a study of the 
stratigraphy and Ostracoda of the Ozan, Annona, and Marl­
brook Formations of southwest Arkansas,
The Ozan, Annona, and Marlbrook Formations were 
studied at the surface, from the vicinity of the tri-state 
border of Oklahoma-Arkansas-Texas to Arkadelphia, Clark 
County, Arkansas, a distance of approximately one hundred 
miles. The field work, which was conducted during the 
summer, fall, and winter of the years 1956 and 1957, also 
involved the measurement of sections and systematic collect­
ing of paleontological samples wherever possible. A recon­
naissance trip was made to northeast Texas to observe what
are thought to be equivalent formations in that area.
Because of the moderate relief in the area of out­
crop and the low dip of the formations, no complete section 
of either the Ozan or Marlbrook Formations exists in the 
region studied. At one locality only, the classic White 
Cliffs exposure on Little River, Sevier County, Arkansas 
(RJC Locality 35) a complete section of the Annona was 
measured and sampled. By the use of Arkansas Highway 
Department profiles, United States Geological Survey Topo­
graphic sheets, and an aneroid barometer partial sections 
were compiled to obtain composite sections of the three 
formations. Plate I shows the generalized outcrop pattern 
of the Ozan, Annona, and Marlbrook Formations (modified 
after Dane 1929) and the location of all measured sections. 
Plate II is a diagramatic illustration of the stratigraphic 
relationships of the three formations, and Plate III shows 
detailed lithic sections and the stratigraphic positions of 
the samples used to determine the ostracod fauna of the 
three units.
GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY
Correlation of the Gulfian deposits of southwest 
Arkansas and northeast Texas has long been controversial.
R. T. Hill in 1901 (p. 341) stated, JI,The writer must con­
fess his utter inability, not withstanding years of study, 
to correlate the various outcrops of these beds, nor can 
it be done except by minute paleontologic research.1'1 The 
lack of good exposures and the intervention of the broad, 
alluvial valleys of Little and Red Rivers between the out­
crop areas in Arkansas and Texas have prevented a simple 
solution to their relationship. Furthermore, the consequent 
streams divide the outcrop into five separate areas (see 
Plate 1). This, coupled with the fact that there have been 
no known, well developed, easily recognizable lithologic 
or paleontologic marker beds has prevented reliable corre­
lation within the area of southwest Arkansas.
The rocks of Gulfian age in southwest Arkansas con­
sist of a lower arenaceous--argillaceous unit, a middle 
argillaceous-calcareous unit, and an upper arenaceous- 
argillaceous unit. The lower arenaceous-argillaceous de­
posits were first referred to by Hill (1888) as the Bingen
Sands. Subsequently, Miser and Purdue (1919) established 
an upper "Tokio Sand'1 member and a "lower Bingen" member. 
Ross, Miser, and Stephenson (1928) and Dane (1929) con­
sidered this "lower Bingen" member (composed primarily of 
pyroclastics) to be equivalent to the Woodbine of Texas. 
Hazzard in 1939 proposed the name Centerpoint Volcanics for 
these rocks and considered them to be equivalent to the 
Eagleford of Texas. The overlying Tokio Sand member was 
elevated to formational rank by Dane (1929).
The middle argillaceous-calcareous unit was first 
separated into the Brownstown Marl, Annona Chalk, and Marl­
brook Marl by Hill (1888). The Brownstown or "Bxogyra 
ponderosa" Marl originally included all of the deposits 
between the top of the Tokio Formation and the base of the 
Annona Chalk. In 1926 and 1929, Dane uncovered evidence of 
a sedimentary break within this marl and restricted the 
term Brownstown to the rocks below this break. He proposed 
the name Ozan (with a basal Buckrange Sand member) for the 
upper marl between this sedimentary break and the base of 
the Annona Chalk. The Marlbrook or "Gryphaea vesicularis" 
Marl contained originally what is now referred to as the 
Saratoga Chalk. Dane in 1929 elevated this chalk unit to 
formational rank. Historically, the Tokio and Brownstown
have been considered to be equivalent to the Austin Chalk 
of Texas and the Ozan, Annona, and Marlbrook have been con­
sidered to be equivalent to the Taylor Marls of that state.
The upper arenaceous-argillaceous deposits consist­
ing of the Nacatoch Sand and Arkadelphia Marl were first 
thought to be Tertiary in age (Hill 1888) . Later Harris 
(1894) and Veatch (1926) demonstrated their Cretaceous 
age, Dane (1929) referred to them as the uppermost de­
posits of Gulfian age in southwest Arkansas; they are now 
generally considered equivalent to the Navarro strata of 
Texas.
For purposes of discussion and reference in this 
report, the outcrops of the middle Gulfian strata are 
grouped in three areas:
1. A southwestern area which includes the outcrops in 
western Little River County, Arkansas and immediately 
contiguous areas in McCurtain County, Oklahoma;
2. A central area, including the outcrops between 
Little River and Little Missouri River in north­
eastern Little River, southern Sevier, and central 
and northern Hempstead Counties; and
3. A northeastern area, in which are placed the north- 
easternmost of these Gulfian rocks in Arkansas,
between the Little Missouri and Ouachita Rivers 
in southern Pike and northern Clark Counties.
OZAN FORMATION
Historical Review
The name Brownstown was applied originally by Hill 
in 1888 to deposits now designated Ozan Formation, Hill 
believed these deposits to be stratigraphically above the 
Annona Chalk, In later articles Hill (1894-1S01) used 
this same term in reference to the beds above the Annona 
Chalk and to the beds both above and below the chalk.
Veatch (1906) correctly interpreted the stratigraphic rela­
tionship of the Brownstown deposits and restricted the term 
to "the blue clay marls between the Bingen Sand (now Tokio 
Formation) and the Annona Chalk."
In a United States Geological Survey press release 
issued in 1926, Dane redefined and restricted the Browns­
town Formation to the lower part of the beds included in 
the Brownstown by Veatch. He then designated the upper 
part of these deposits as a new unit, the Ozan Formation, 
as follows (p. 1):
"The rocks herein designated Ozan formation 
consist of sandy micaceous marl, unconformably 
overlying the Brownstown marl as here restricted 
and typically exposed along the middle fork of
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Ozan Creek. They were included in the Browns­
town of Veatch, but because of their somewhat 
different lithology and the unconformity at 
their base they are here restricted as a dis­
tinct formation.1'
Since Dane's publication in 1929 no studies of the 
Ozan Formation have been made. Thorsen (1959), as his 
contribution to the over-all investigation of the Upper 
Cretaceous of Arkansas, made a study of the underlying 
Brownstown and Tokio Formations.
Stratigraphy
Central Outcrop Area
At its type locality, along the middle fork of Ozan 
Creek near Ozan, Hempstead County, Arkansas, in the central 
area of the outcrop, the Ozan Formation consists of two 
hundred feet of silty, micaceous, light to dark gray, cal­
careous clay or marl. The base of the formation is marked 
by a three to five foot, fossiliferous, glauconitic sand, 
designated the Buckrange member of the formation by Dane in 
1926 and 192,9. Fifty feet above the base of the formation 
is a fossiliferous, glauconitic, chalky unit approximately 
three feet thick. The upper and lower boundaries of the 
formation were traced to the southwest and northeast to 
define exactly the Ozan throughout its area of outcrop in 
southwest Arkansas. As a result of this work the author 
believes the Buckrange Sand to be recognizable along the 
extent of the outcrop in Arkansas. Certain paleontologic 
and lithologic marker beds (e.g., the bed of small, convex 
Gryphaea in the upper part of the Ozan, the phosphatized 
fossils in the base of the Annona, the bentonite bed in 




An excellent exposure of the basal sand is found in 
a road cut on Arkansas State Highway 55 three and a half 
miles south of Mineral Springs, Howard County. The follow­
ing section was measured:
RJC Locality 28
Location: 3.5 miles south of Mineral Springs on
Arkansas State Highway 55 or 1.4 miles 
north of intersection of Arkansas State 
Highway 55 and east-west road in 
Toilette; road cut on west side of road.
SW 1/4, SE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 33, T. 10 
S., R. 27 W. Howard County, Arkansas.
Ozan Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, glauconitic, 
light to dark gray; irregular lenses 
(2-1/2” - 1 ’) of very fine to fine 
grained sand. Transitional into unit 
b e l o w ...............................   . 6’
Buckrange member:
Sand, fine to medium, dark gray, cal­
careous, argillaceous, micaceous; molds, 
casts, and fossil fragments abundant; 
lower I1 contains flattened, well round­
ed chert pebbles. Contact with lower 
unit sharp, pockets of glauconitic sand 
extend down into irregular surface of 
lower unit...................... . . . .  3*6n
Brownstown Formation:
Marl, silty, gray to olive-brown; con­
tains numerous casts of pelecypods and 
gastropods. Upper surface irregular, 
contact with upper unit s h a r p .......... 8'
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One-half mile south of this exposure on the same 
highway approximately three feet of silty, fossiliferous, 
glauconitic, chalky marl is exposed on the north slope of 
a hill in a ditch on the west side of the highway (RJG 
Locality 29). Stratigraphically, this unit is fifty feet 
above the base of the Buckrange Sand at the preceeding 
locality; it is transitional into the marl both above and 
below it.
The upper part of the Ozan in this area is less 
silty and more argillaceous-calcareous than that part of 
the formation below the chalky, glauconitic unit. The 
upper contact of the formation with the overlying Annona 
Chalk is exposed at an outcrop east of the Yancey-Columbus 
county road on the left bank of Plum Creek. At this point 
the Annona Chalk is very thin and rests without transition 
on the Ozan Marl.
RJC Locality 19
Location: On the left bank of Plum Creek, 0.2
mile east of the Yancey-Columbus county 
road, Hempstead County. Top of section 
is at top of left bank of creek. SE 
cor., W 1/2, SE 1/4, Sec. 8, T. 11 S.,
R. 26 W. Hempstead County, Arkansas
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Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, chalky, slightly silty, dark gray 
weathering light blue to buff; transi­
tional into lower unit. . . . . . . . .  8 1
Annona Chalk:
Chalk, silty, fossiliferous, glauconitic 
phosphatized pelecypods, gastropods,
Baculites sp.; rests sharply on irregular 
surface of lower unit. Extensively bored, 
interconnected borings up to one inch in 
diameter extend 1-1-1/2 feet into lower 
unit..................................... I1 6"
Ozan Formation:
Marl, silty to very fine sandy, light to 
dark gray; upper 1-1-1/2 feet contain 
borings filled with silty, glauconitic; 
chalk of overlying unit. Contact with 
overlying unit sharp. Lower 3 feet with 
many valves of a small, smooth, convex 
Gryphaea................................ 5 1
West of the type locality, in the vicinity of Browns- 
town, Sevier County and White Cliffs, Little River County, 
are located the finest exposures of the Ozan in the central 
outcrop area. The formation is approximately one hundred 
and fifty feet thick in this area and a complete section 
of the formation can be composited between Brownstown and 
the abandoned cement quarry at White Cliffs on Little River. 
The contact with the underlying Brownstown Formation is 
exposed on the west slope of Gravelly Hill one-tenth of a 
mile from Gravelly Hill Church on the Ben Lomond-Brownstown
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road. The basal Buckrange Sand is fine- to medium-grained, 
argillaceous, glauconitic, and fossiliferous. Many flat, 
well rounded, chert pebbles occur in the lower foot of the 
sand. The contact with the silty, carbonaceous clay of the 
Brownstown is sharp and irregular.
Although the basal contact is not exposed the Buck­
range again crops out three-tenths of a mile south of 
Brownstown on the road to White Cliffs. The basal sand is 
approximately six feet thick and contains numerous flat, 
well rounded chert pebbles, fossil fragments and worn, 
rounded shark's teeth. In the fifty feet of silty marl 
overlying the Buckrange innumerable juvenile valves of 
Exogyra ponderosa occur. One valve of a small, ribbed 
Exogyra (referred to by Dane as the ’’small Exogyra similar 
to Exogyra costata”) was found in this zone twenty feet 
above the base of the formation.
The upper glauconitic, chalky zone of the type locality 
is not well developed in the area; however, three feet of 
silty, glauconitic marl crops out east of the road on the 
south bank of a creek at NW Cor. NE1/4, NW1/4, Sec. 25 T.
11 S., R. 29 W (RJC Locality 34, Plate III). Above this 
glauconitic zone the formation is increasingly calcareous.
The uppermost portion of the formation and its contact with
the Annona Chalk is exposed in the quarry at White Cliffs 
landing and in the buffs immediately upstream from the 
quarry. Two-tenths of a mile upstream from the quarry (RJC 
Locality 36, Plate IV) a series of arenaceous chalky ledges 
crop out in the bluff above the river. Thirty-five feet of 
silty, chalky marl is exposed beneath an overhanging seven- 
teen-foot ledge of chalk. The marl is transitional into 
the chalk and contains a two-foot bed of small, smooth, 
convex Gryphaea eleven feet below the chalk ledge. The 
outcrop of the chalk ledge was walked to the quarry and a 
complete section through the Annona Chalk was obtained 
(RJC Locality 35, Plate IV). A zone of borings and phos- 
phatized fossils occurs at the top of this chalk ledge. 
Approximately sixty feet of alternating gray to white chalk 
and marly chalk in beds three inches to five feet thick 
crop out along the sides of the quarry above the contact. 
Forty-six feet above the phosphate zone there is a marly 
chalk bed which contains irregular patches and pockets of 
bentonite. The Gryphaea bed, the bored, phosphatized fossil 
zone, and the bentonite bed can be traced into the type 




In Little River County and adjacent McCurtain County, 
Oklahoma, the western extremity of the outcrop belt is ex­
posed. Here the formation is approximately two hundred and 
fifty feet thick and is more calcareous-argillaceous and 
less arenaceous-argillaceous than in any other part of its 
outcrop in southwest Arkansas. The basal Buckrange Sand 
crops out just across the state line in McCurtain County, 
Oklahoma. This partial section was measured:
RJC Locality 46
Location: 1.1 miles west of Oklahoma-Arkansas state
line in McCurtain County, Oklahoma. Road 
cut on south side of State Highway 21. SW 
1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 28, T. 9 S., R.
27 E. McCurtain County, Oklahoma.
Ozan Formation:
Marl, arenaceous, dark gray, micaceous, 
glauconitic; with platy (l/45,-l11) cal­
careous sandstone; white calcareous 
nodules scattered on surface, increas­
ingly arenaceous toward base, lowermost 
2IJ heavily iron-stained................ 10'68i
Marl, arenaceous, dark gray, micaceous, 
glauconitic, with scattered dark mineral 
grains.................................. 2'
Buckrange member:
Sand, very fine to fine, argillaceous, 
dark gray, calcareous, glauconitic, with
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platy calcareous sandstone lenses; upper 
3” heavily iron stained. Fossil fragments 
and black chert pebbles scattered through­
out, basal 3” contains phosphate nodules up 
to 1-1/2” diameter. Basal 3(,-4n medium- 
grained, very glauconitic, filling irregu­
larities in upper surface of underlying 
unit..................... .............. 1' 6'M
Brownstown Formation:
Chalk, arenaceous, glauconitic, micaceous, 
with scattered dark mineral grains. . . 2*10”
Marl, arenaceous, dark gray, micaceous, 
scattered dark mineral grains ........  I'd”
Chalk, arenaceous, micaceous, glauco­
nitic, fossil fragments ............... 1'1“
Marl, micaceous, glauconitic, fossil 
fragments numerous, iron-stained. . , . 10”
Chalk, arenaceous, glauconitic, ex­
tensively bored; borings 2” in dia­
meter also extend 2 1 -3 ® into under­
lying unit.............................. 10”
Marl, arenaceous, dark gray, fossil 
fragments numerous; borings filled with 
material of overlying unit extend into 
upper 2'-3' of this unit...............5 ’
Chalk, arenaceous, glauconitic, exten­
sive borings. . . ...................  „ 6”
Marl, silty, dark gray, lower 1* 2” with 
patches of bentonite................... 5'10”
Marl, silty, micaceous, dark gray . . .  3'
Dane (1929) cites an outcrop, approximately two miles 
east of this exposure, on the Foreman-Arkinda road which he
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thought might represent the base of the Ozan.
’’Location: 5.65 miles from Foreman on road to
Arkinda in bank of creek on east side 
of road.
Bed of hard, white-weathering earthy chalk 
containing numerous large imprints of 
Inoceramus............................... . 11 6”
Massive, sandy micaceous marl containing 
lenses of hard chalk. This bed and the 
one below it contain large Flacenticeras, 
Mortoniceras and straight ammonites 
(Baculites) more than a foot long..........5*
Gray sandy marl containing abundant scatter­
ed coarse glauconite grains and black, well 
rounded chert pebbles and grains, most of 
them flat, as much as 1/2” in diameter. . .2'
Glauconitic marly sand in small lenses 
scattered through nonglauconitic marl. . . 6”
Base of Ozan Formation
Soft, bedded, micaceous, slightly sandy 
marl  ..........   1"
The author believes that Dane’s exposure is equiva­
lent to that part of the McCurtain County section (RJC 
Locality 46) which he refers to the Brownstown Formation.
Thorsen (1959) cites the preceeding two outcrops 
(RJC Locality 46 and Dane's exposure) in his study of the 
Brownstown and Tokio Formations. He believes the chalk 
sequence which occurs in these outcrops to be equivalent
to the Gober Chalk of Texas; however, in his section de­
scribing the McCurtain County, Oklahoma outcrop (RJC 
Locality 46) he gives no formational designation to the sand 
and marl which immediately overlies the chalks. Thorsen 
gave no Ozan-Brownstown contact in this area. The writer 
has no quarrel with Thorsen's ideas concerning the chalks 
but believes the Ozan-Brownstown contact to be present in 
this area. In the central outcrop area Thorsen's and the 
author's placement of the Ozan-Brownstown contact coincide.
The upper glauconitic zone of the type locality is 
thought to be represented in this area by two thin, 
glauconitic, fossiliferous chalk beds. They occupy the 
same relative stratigraphic position in this area as does 
the chalky, glauconitic zone of the central outcrop area.
The marl between the lower of these two chalks and the 
basal sand of the McCurtain County locality contains numer­
ous juvenile valves of Exogyra ponderosa. Several single 
valves of the small costate Exogyra were collected from an 
outcrop which is twenty-five feet above the base of the 
formation. The presence of these forms in the lower part 
of the formation gives it the same faunal aspect as in the 
Brownstown-White Cliffs area.
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The Ozan-Annona contact in this area is difficult to 
locate due to the lithologic similarity of the formations 
and the scarcity of good outcrops. The outcrops of the 
chalky marl of the upper Ozan and the Annona Chalk are 
broken by numerous faults of small displacement. These 
conditions make correlation, even within the same outcrop, 
extremely difficult. Near a small agricultural quarry in 
the S.W. 1/4, N.E. 1/4, N.E. 1/4, Sec. 28, T. 10 S., R. 32 
W, on the south side of Arkansas State Highway 108, the 
base of the chalk and the upper part of the Ozan are 
exposed. Near the top of the west wall of the quarry a 
six-inch bed of marly chalk with irregular patches of 
bentonite crops out beneath a three- to four-foot, massive 
chalk (RJC Locality 37, Plate IV). This is believed to be 
correlative with the bentonite bed of White Cliffs. In a 
dry stream channel along the east side of the quarry approxi­
mately forty-five feet below the bentonite bed a thin zone 
of borings occurs in the middle of a massive chalk. The 
chalk below this zone of borings is more arenaceous than 
that above. Because of its stratigraphic position below 
the bentonite bed this zone is thought to be correlative 
with the bored phosphate zone in the central outcrop area 
(RJC Localities 19, 35; Plate IV). On the north side of
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the road, deeply weathered, gray-brown, micaceous, chalky 
marl crops out beneath weathered Annona Chalk.
Northeastern Outcrop Area
In contrast to its calcareous-argillaceous character 
south and west of the type locality the Ozan thins and be­
comes more arenaceous-argillaceous to the northeast.
In the vicinity of Okolona, Clark County, a hundred 
and thirty feet of silty to fine sandy, micaceous marl is 
exposed in ditches and road cuts along the Okolona-Antoine 
County road. The base of the formation can be seen in the 
NW 1/4, SE 1/4 of Sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 22 W. In a road 
cut on the east side of the county road fine- to medium- 
grained, argillaceous, micaceous, glauconitic sand crops 
out above non-arenaceous, olive-green to brown marl, (RJC 
Locality 15, Plate III). The argillaceous sand contains 
numerous chert pebbles and phosphatized fossil fragments. 
The sand becomes increasingly more argillaceous upward 
grading into the typical silty, gray, micaceous marl of the 
Ozan. The glauconitic zone which is present in the lower 
part of the formation in the central and southwestern areas 
of outcrop is indistinguishable from the remainder of the 
Ozan in this northeastern outcrop area.
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The Annona chalk wedges out in a northeasterly 
direction along the outcrop belt, so that in this area the 
Marlbrook Formation rests directly on the Ozan. The upper 
contact of the formation with the Marlbrook is exposed at 
the county road intersection at Weir's Cemetery northwest 
of Okolona. This partial section was measured:
RJC Locality 8
Location: County road intersection at Weir’s
Cemetery .3 mile north of Okolona, 
base of section in road cut on east 
side of intersection. Section con­
tinues up hill to south in gullies 
on east side of road. NW Cor. NW 
1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 34, T. 8 S., R.
22 W. Clark County, Arkansas.
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, silty, light gray, weathering
buff, becomes more arenaceous toward
base. . . . .   ..................... 16' 6iJ
Sand, fine to medium, argillaceous, 
calcareous, light gray; abundant 
fragments and recognizable broken 
valves of small, smooth, convex 
Gryphaea. Contact with lower unit 
sharp and irregular................. 5'6IJ
Ozan Formation:
Sand, very fine to fine, blue-gray, 
weathering gray, calcareous, argil­
laceous; abundant valves of small 
smooth convex Gryphaea............... . 2'
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The same contact is well exposed along Arkansas State 
Highway 26 at the northeasternmost extent of the outcrop in 
Clark County. In road cuts on this highway in T. 7 S., kgs. 
20-21 W., east of Hollywood and west of the junction with 
State Highway 51 an excellent section of the formation can 
be composited. Ninety-seven feet of arenaceous marl with a 
well developed basal sand is exposed along the road. The 
contact of the basal Buckrange Sand with the Brownstown 
Formation is exposed at two places along the road. Partial 
sections were measured as follows:
RJC Locality 1
Location; On Arkansas State Highway 26 between 
Hollywood and its junction with State 
Highway 51, 2.2 miles west of junction 
and .2 miles east of the bridge over 
Bradshaw Creek. Base of section is in 
ditch on north side of road 22* above 
level of Bradshaw Creek Bridge and con­
tinues up west slope of hill to road 
cut at top of hill. SE Cor. NE 1/4,
Sec. 26, T. 7 S., R. 21 W, Clark 
County, Arkansas.
Ozan Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, dark gray, 
weathering brown, with platy lenses 
of calcareous, glauconitic sand­
stone (l/4"1-2") .  .....................15'7S1
Buckrange member:
Sand, fine to medium, argillaceous,
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calcareous, micaceous, glaucon­
itic; iron stained.................... . l'b”
Marl, very arenaceous, glauconitic, 
iron stained, with partings of cal­
careous sandstone and irregularly 
distributed pure glauconitic 5 1 6°
Sand, medium to coarse, argillaceous, 
calcareous, micaceous, glauconitic; 
well rounded chert pebbles concen­
trated at base and distributed 
throughout, phosphate nodules rare. 
Contact with marl below is sharp and
irregular, with ferruginous zone 
l/4,,-l/2M along contact...............2 16,J
Brownstown Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, olive-brown 
weathering brown.  ........  10'
RJC Locality 3
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 26 between
Hollywood and junction with State High­
way 51, at intersection with Raymond 
Hill Church road, 1.6 miles west of 
junction with State Highway 51. Base 
of section is in road cut on southwest 
corner of intersection and continues 
in road cut on northeast corner. SE 
1/4, NW 1/4, SE 1/4, Sec. 25, T. 7 S.,
R. 21 W. Clark County, Arkansas.
Ozan Formation:
Marl, arenaceous, micaceous, glauconitic 
fossiliferous, with partings of fine to 
medium sand and glauconite., Single 
valve of small, costate Exogyra seven 
feet above b a s e ..................... 15'7"
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Buckrange member:
Sand, fine to medium, argillaceous, 
calcareous, iron stained................ 3^3,l>
Marl, very arenaceous, micaceous, 
glauconitic; sand content increases 
toward b a s e ....................... .. .10'4”
Sand, fine to medium, argillaceous, 
calcareous, glauconitic, well rounded 
chert pebbles throughout. Phosphate 
nodules and phosphatized fossils in 
lower 1'; contact with lower unit is 
sharp and irregular................. , 2'3^
Brownstown Fo m a t  ion:
Marl, silty, micaceous, mottled olive- 
brown weathering brown............   , . 1 *5JI
The small costate Exogyra mentioned in the preceeding 
partial section of the Ozan has been reported (see p. 13, 
p. 18) from the same stratigraphic level in the central and 
southwestern areas of outcrop. The upper part of the Ozan 
is also exposed along Arkansas Highway 26 east of the 
localities just described (RJC Localities 1 and 3). Al­
though the formation is less arenaceous upwards, the unit 
as a whole is more arenaceous in this area than in any 
part of the outcrop. The upper contact of the Ozan with 
the Marlbrook Formation is exposed along State Highway 26 
a short distance west of its junction with Highway 51.
This exposure shows the basal Marlbrook sand resting with
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sharp and irregular contact on the upper Ozan.
RJC Locality 5
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 26 between
Hollywood and its junction with State 
Highway 51, .8 mile west of junction.
Base of section is in ditch on north 
side of road and section continues in 
road cut on south side of road. SW 
Cor., SE 1/4, Sec. 30, T. 7 S., R. 20 
W. Clark County, Arkansas.
Terrace:
Sand, fine to medium, argillaceous, 
heavily iron stained; base marked by 
layer of white to brown chert pebbles. 
Contact sharp and irregular ........... 3*
Marlbrook Formation:
Sand, medium, calcareous, light gray 
to white, fossiliferous; broken valve 
of small, smooth, convex Gryphaea in 
lower I1. Contact with lower unit is 
sharp and irregular................. .. 7'6*’
Ozan Formation:
Sand, very fine to fine, very calcareous, 
indurated, dark to light gray; small, 
convex Gryphaea extremely abundant. . . 10,J
Sand, very fine, argillaceous, cal­
careous, micaceous, dark blue-gray; 
increasingly more argillaceous to 
base with partings of dark gray-black 
marl in lower 2 ' . . , . . .............15’
Alluvial deposits of the Ouachita river cover the 
Upper Cretaceous formations north and east of this area.
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Summary
The Ozan Formation has- been traced along its entire 
outcrop in southwest Arkansas. This lithic unit thins to 
the northeast and is increasingly arenaceous-argillaceous 
in contrast to a predominantly calcareous-argillaceous 
lithic character in the central and southwestern areas of 
outcrop.
The basal sand of the Ozan, the Buckrange member, 
has been identified at the southwestern and northeastern 
extremities of the outcrop. Previously it was recognized 
with certainty only in the central area of outcrop. Recog­
nition of this basal sand helped establish the position of 
the Ozan-Brownstown contact in areas where its exact 
placement had previously been questionable. The discovery 
and utilization of lithologic and paleontologic markers as 
t îe Gryphaea bed near the top of the Ozan, the bentonite 
bed in the upper part of the Annona Chalk, and the occur­
rence of the peculiar small, costate Exogyra immediately 
above the Buckrange member facilitated local correlations.
The upper contact of the Ozan with the Annona Chalk 
and Marlbrook Formation changes character along the out­
crop (Plates III and IV). In the southwestern outcrop area 
and at White Cliffs, Little River County and Okay, Howard
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County in the central outcrop area the chalky marls of the 
upper Ozan are transitional into the Annona Chalk. A bored 
phosphatic zone occurs above the transitional Ozan-Annona 
contact and within the Annona Chalk. To the east, near 
Yancey, Hempstead County the thin northeastern tongue of the 
Annona Chalk, with the same bored phosphatic zone at the con­
tact, rests sharply on the upper Ozan. In the northeastern 
outcrop area the Annona is absent and the Marlbrook Forma­
tion with a thin basal sand rests directly on the Ozan.
The disconformity represented by the development of 
a basal Marlbrook sand in the nearshore area and a bored 
phosphatic zone in the offshore areas cuts across the 
lithic boundaries of the Ozan, Annona, and Marlbrook Forma­
tions so that the upper part of the Ozan in the nearshore 
area (northeastern outcrop area and that part of the central 
outcrop area east of the Howard-Hempstead County line) is 
equivalent to that part of the Annona Chalk below the bored 
phosphatic zone in the offshore area (central outcrop area 
west of Howard-Hempstead County line and southwestern out­
crop area).
This detailed lithologic and faunal study of the Ozan 
Formation should facilitate more accurate regional corre­
lation of this unit with areas such as East Texas.
ANNONA CHALK AND MARLBROOK FORMATION
Historical Review
Hill (1888) originally gave the name "Rocky Comfort" 
to the chalk that crops out near Foreman, Little River 
County. At the same time he assigned the name "White Cliffs" 
to the chalk that crops out at White Cliffs, Little River 
County and farther to the northeast. His belief was that 
the "Rocky Comfort Chalk" occupied a lower stratigraphic 
position than the "White Cliffs Chalk." In 1901 he sub­
stituted the term "A.nnona" for his previous "White Cliffs 
Chalk" since he considered it equivalent to the chalk at 
Annona, Red River County, Texas and the name "White Cliffs" 
was preoccupied.
Taff (1902) recognized the fact that Hill's "Rocky 
Comfort Chalk11 was stratigraphically equivalent to his 
"Annona Chalk" but he referred to the unit as the "White 
Cliffs Formation." In 1906 Veatch used Hill's term 
"Annona" for this chalk sequence whose stratigraphic 
position Taff had correctly interpreted. This name was 
retained by Dane (1929) with the following statement:
"The continuity and the age equivalence of 
the chalk in Arkansas with the upper part of the 
chalk in northeastern Texas is unquestioned,
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and the name Annona Chalk will be retained for 
it ."
At the present time, the “Annona Chalk11 in Arkansas 
is thought to be equivalent to part of the Annona Chalk in 
northeast Texas. Since they are thought to be the same 
lithic unit, the name Annona Chalk is used for these rocks 
in Arkansas.
The deposits now known as the Marlbrook Formation 
were first referred to by Hill (1888) as the “Gryphaea 
vesicularis chalk marls.*1 He gave their stratigraphic 
position as being between the “Brownstown Marls*1 (now 
Brownstown (restricted) and Ozan Formation) and the "Wash­
ington greensand" (now Nacatoch Formation). In subsequent 
publications, 1894-1901, he placed this unit within his 
"Brownstown" even though he stated that the stratigraphic 
position of the 11 Browns town11 was below the unit underlying 
these “Gryphaea vesicularis chalk marls." In 1902 Taff 
correctly interpreted the stratigraphic position of these 
rocks but applied no name to them. Veatch (1906) first 
used the name Marlbrook Formation for these marls lying 
above the Annona Chalk. Included in his Marlbrook Forma­
tion were deposits now known as the Saratoga Chalk.
Dane in 1929 redefined and restricted the name
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Marlbrook in the following manner:
“The name Marlbrook is here restricted to the 
marl that lies above the Annona Chalk or the Ozan 
Formation and below the Saratoga Chalk. It merges 
at its base into Annona Chalk, in the upper part 
of which are shaly layers. Nevertheless the 
change from chalk to marl is usually rather abrupt."
No investigation concerning the Annona Chalk or 
Marlbrook Formation has been carried out since the publi­
cation of Dane's work in 1929. Drouant (I960) has made a 
study of the overlying Saratoga, Nacatoch, and Arkadelphia 
Formations in connection with the over-all investigation 
of the southwest Arkansas Upper Cretaceous.
Stratigraphy
Central Outcrop Area
In the central outcrop area the Annona Chalk and the 
Marlbrook Formation comprise a sedimentary unit of approxi­
mately one hundred and eighty feet. The Annona consists of 
forty feet of alternating chalk and marly chalk beds which 
are transitional into the pure marl of the Marlbrook Forma­
tion. The overlying Marlbrook is a sparingly macrofossili- 
ferous, blocky fracturing, gray-black weathering to gray- 
blue marl. The formations are well exposed along Arkansas 
State Highway 55 between the Ideal Cement Company quarry at 
Okay, Howard County and Saratoga, Howard County. In the 
quarry an almost complete section of the Annona Chalk is 
exposed. This partial section was measured at the west 
face (see Plate IV).
RJC Locality 27
Location: In Ideal Cement Company quarry at Okay,
Howard County; top of section is at top 
of west face of quarry and section con­
tinues in drainage ditch in center of 
quarry floor. SW 1/4, SE 1/4, NW 1/4,
Sec. 30, T. 11 S., R. 27 W. Howard 
County, Arkansas.
Annona Chalk:
Chalk, light gray to white, with im­
prints of Inoceramus.................. 2 16*1
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Chalk, marly, light gray. . . ........  6"
Chalk, light gray to white, marcasite 
nodules irregularly distributed . . . .  2 ,4a1
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray . . . . 8"
Chalk, gray to white. Inoceramus
fragments and imprints. . . . ..........1'6M
Chalk, marly, dark gray . . . . . . . .  1'
Chalk, massive, marcasite nodules 
common, w h i t e ..........  . . 3 '
Marl, chalky, dark gray, green
splotches, patches of bentonite . . . . 1 *39J
Chalk, light gray to white. . . . . . .  1*6“
Chalk, marly, dark gray to light
gray. .  .............................  6“
Chalk, light gray to white, marcasite 
nodules up to 1-1/2“ in diameter. . . .  1*
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray, with 
echinoid fragments ............  5“
Chalk, gray to white, fragments and 
imprints of Inoceramus. . . . . . . . .  I*6“
Chalk, marly, dark gray to white, 
with fragments of uncoiled
ammonite...............................  5“
Chalk, gray to white, splotches of
iron stain...............................1*5“
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray . . . .  6“
Chalk, white, with broken echinoid. . . I13“
Chalk, marly, gray, iron stained. . . .  3“
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Chalk, light gray, with marcasite
nodules  ............ ..................l^*1
Chalk, marly, dark gray  ........  5”
Chalk, gray to white, with fragments
of echinoid and imprints of
Inoceramus............................... 1'
Chalk, marly, gray to light gray. , . . 4"
Chalk, massive, imprints of
Inoceramus, echinoid fragments,
marcasite nodules..........   3 *
S lump ...................    . 7 1
Ozan Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, dark gray, 
weathering gray, with phosphatized 
fossil fragments in upper 1'. Con­
tact with overlying unit not
observed.  ................... .. 3*931
The Ozan-Annona contact is obscured at this locality 
but the transition upward of the chalk into the more argil­
laceous deposits of the Marlbrook can be seen in the south 
face of the quarry and again in the ditch on the south side 
of State Highway 55. Excellent exposures of the massive, 
blocky-fracturing, gray-black to gray-blue marl occur in 
ditches, gullies, and road cuts along this highway to 
Saratoga, Howard County. Except for irregularly distributed 
thin beds of Gryphaea vesicularis there are no traceable 
units within the Marlbrook in this area.
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Glaring white exposures of the chalk can be traced 
for seven miles along the south side of Plum Creek to a 
point just south of Yancey, Hempstead County. In this dis­
tance the chalk thins from approximately forty feet to one 
and one-half feet. Northeast of this locality (see RJC 
Locality 19, page 11) the Annona wedges out. This thin 
eastern edge of the formation consists of one and one-half 
feet of silty, glauconitic, fossiliferous, phosphatic, 
bored chalk which overlies typical silty, micaceous Ozan 
Marl (RJC Locality 19, Plate IV). Three feet below the 
sharp, distinct contact is a bed of small, smooth, convex 
Gryphaea which, with the phosphate zone, can be traced into 
the outcrop areas to the northeast and southwest.
The transition zone from Annona Chalk into the Marl- 
brook is exposed in gullies in the hillside south of this 
exposure on the left bank of Plum Creek (RJC Locality 19).
In road cuts and in a deep ditch which parallels the Yancey- 
Columbus county road the entire Marlbrook is exposed between 
the Plum Creek locality and Columbus, Hempstead County.
West of the vicinity of the Saline River the Marl­
brook has been almost completely removed by erosion, the 
Annona being overlain by a few feet of marl in this area.
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In the Brownstown-White Cliffs area approximately five miles 
west of this river a complete section of the chalk is ex­
posed at White Cliffs Landing on Little River (see Plate IV).
RJC Locality 35
Location: On north bank of Little River at White
Cliffs Landing, Little River County; 
section is in abandoned quarry at end of 
county road from Brownstown. Top of 
section is at top of north face of quarry. 
SW 1/4, SW 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 36, T. 11 
S., R, 29 W.
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, chalky, dark gray weathering to
white, becomes more calcareous to
base 17 ’ 6}>
Marlbrook-wAnnona transition:
Chalk, marly, gray to w h i t e .......... .4*6”
Chalk, marly, white, less resistant 
than bed above.......................... 10'
Annona Chalk:
Chalk, gray to white, with Inoceramus 
fragments ........ . . . . . . . . . 2'
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray . . . .  5”
Chalk, white, with irregular
marcasite nodules . . .  ..............  2 X10”




Chalk, light gray to white, iron
stained............ .................... 2'9,J
Chalk, marly, light gray...............1'
Chalk, white,, with Inoceramus im­
prints and echinoid fragments ........  3 ’10"
Mari', chalky, dark gray, splotches 
of green, irregular patches and pockets 
of bentonite in lower 1 * . . . . . . . . 2 '
Chalk, light gray to white, with 
fragments of uncoiled ammonite........ I19"
Chalk, marly, dark gray to white. . . .  6U
Chalk, white, with marcasite nodules
and iron stained...................... . 1’6”
Chalk, marly, gray, with Baculites 
fragments..........   6J!
Chalk, light gray to white, iron 
stained............................... . I 1
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray, with 
broken echinoid . . . . . . . . . . . .  10”
Chalk, gray to white, with imprints
and fragments of Inoceramus . . . . . .  I13"
Chalk, marly, gray..........   4M
Chalk, white, with marcasite
nodules .....................  . . . . .  7”
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray . . . .  6”
Chalk, light gray to white, iron
stained, with Inoceramus fragments. . . l’l"
Chalk, marly, gray.  .................  5”
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Chalk, white, with echinoid
fragments............. ,    « 1*4”
Chalk, marly, dark gray to gray,
with marcasite nodules.  ...........  . 4”-
Chalk, massive, white, with
marcasite nodules and Baculites
fragments 5 1
Alternating thin chalks and marly
chalks with lower 3’ covered by
slump . • o . . . .  .........  .26* 61'
Chalk, massive, light blue-gray, with 
zone of borings, phosphatized fossils 
and phosphate nodules at base. Lower 
2U zone contains phosphatized frag­
ments of Baculites, uncoiled ammonites, 
casts of pelecypods and gastropods. , . 3*6”
Chalk, silty, massive, gray-white, 
granular; section below this bed con- 
celaed by slump  ..................... 17 f
The basal massive chalk below the phosphate-bored 
zone can be walked to a point two-tenths of a mile upstream 
where thirty-five feet of the upper Ozan (RJC Locality 36, 
Plate IV) can be measured below this massive chalk. At this 
locality the transition from the chalky marl of the upper 
Ozan to the chalk of the Annona occurs between the base of 
this massive chalk and a two-foot bed of small, smooth, 




Twenty miles west at the southwest extremity of the 
outcrop, the Annona is also present at the surface. Ex­
posures in this area are poor and normal faulting of small 
displacement makes correlation difficult. The Annona 
Chalk is approximately eighty feet thick and is overlain 
by the Marlbrook. Extremely weathered exposures of the 
marl occur in hillsides above the chalk between Arkansas 
State Highway 108 and the flood plain of the Red River.
The major portion of the Marlbrook Formation has been 
removed by erosion.
The contact of the Annona with the underlying Ozan 
is exposed near an agricultural quarry southwest of Foreman, 
Little River County.
RJC Locality 37
Location: Southwest of Foreman, Little River County,
on south side of Arkansas State Highway 
108; SW 1/4, NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 28, T.
10 S., R. 32 W. Section is in small agri­
cultural quarry south of highway. Top of 
section is in top of west face of quarry 
and section continues in dry creek bed on 
northeast side of quarry.
Annona Chalk:
Chalk, hard, dense, white, with echinoid 
fragments and marcasite nodules . . . . 2'4”
Chalk, marly, light gray to 
white . . .  ...............
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6”
Chalk, massive, dense, white, with 
imprints of Inoceramus and broken 
echinoid............................... 3’3JJ
Chalk, marly, gray, green splotches,
with irregular patches of bentonite . . 4aj
Chalk, dense, white, with marcasite 
nodules and iron stained.............1'8M
Chalk, marly, light gray to white . . * 3J1
Alternating thin chalks and marly 
chalks broken by numerous small 
normal faults, covered in places 
by slump. . . . . . . . . .  ........... 45'
Chalk, massive, gray-white, thin 
zone of borings 2 ’ below top with 
few phosphatized fossil fragments.
Chalk below line of borings appears
silty with respect to that above. . . .S'S”
On the north side of the Highway opposite this 
locality weathered chalky marl of the Ozan crops out beneath 
weathered Annona Chalk. The upper Ozan at this southwest 
extremity of the outcrop is very calcareous and difficult to 
distinguish from the Annona. The thin zone of borings at the 
base of the preceeding section of the Annona Chalk is 
thought to represent the phosphate-bored zone of the out­
crop area to the northeast (see Plate IV).
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Northeastern Outcrop Area
The basal contact of the Annona-Marlbrook sedimentary 
unit possesses an entirely different character in exposures 
northeast of the central outcrop area. The Annona is 
entirely absent, having wedged out just east of the Howard- 
Hempstead County line in the vicinity of Yancy and Columbus, 
and the silty, micaceous, gray-black to blue-gray marl of 
the Marlbrook is in direct contact with the Ozan. In the 
vicinity of Okolona, Clark County, the Marlbrook is approxi­
mately eighty feet thick with five to six feet of fine- to 
medium-grained, argillaceous, calcareous gray sand at the 
base (see RJC Locality 8, p. 21). This sand has a distinct, 
irregular contact with the top of the Ozan, one foot above 
the bed of small, smooth, convex Gryphaea.
At the northeastern extent of the outcrop the Marl­
brook thins to about seventy feet and is more arenaceous 
and argillaceous than in the central area of outcrop. The 
contact with the Ozan is well exposed on Arkansas State 
Highway 26, eight-tenths of a mile west of the junction of 
Highways 26 and 51. At this locality (See RJC Locality 5, 
p. 25) the basal Marlbrook sand is better developed than at 
Okolona and rests directly on the bed of small, smooth, 
convex Gryphaea at the top of the Ozan. The basal sand is
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transitional into the overlying silty, micaceous, gray- 
black marl which constitutes most of the Marlbrook Forma­
tion.
The contact of the Marlbrook with the overlying 
Saratoga Formation is probably the most distinctive and 
easily recognized in the Gulfian rocks of southwest Arkan­
sas, being easily traceable from the northeasternmost out­
crop near Arkadelphia, Clark County, southwest to the 
vicinity of Saratoga, Howard County. The following partial 
sections illustrate the nature and persistency of the con­
tact from northeast to southwest.
RJC Locality 6
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 26 at junction
with Highway 51, Clark County. Top of 
section is .2 mile west of junction, in 
ditch on south side of road. NE Cor. NW 
1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 32, T. 7 S., R. 20 W.
Saratoga Chalk:
Chalk, arenaceous, glauconitic, fos- 
siliferous, with large valves of 
Gryphaea vesicularis and Exogyra 
costata; basal 4” contains phos­
phate nodules (l/2n-l-l/2n), phos­
phatized pelecypods, gastropods, 
and fragments of Baculites. Borings 
filled with the glauconitic chalk 
extend 1* into underlying unit.
Contact with lower unit sharp and 
irregular . . . . .  ...................  1'
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, blocky 
fracturing, gray-black to gray-blue; 
discontinuous thin (1/2S1) lenses of 
coquina in upper 3 ’; valves of 
Gryphaea vesicularis and Exogyra 
costata randomly distributed. . . . .  .27
RJC Locality 7
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 51, 3,1
miles northeast of Okolona, Clark 
County at junction with county road 
to Bethel Church. Road curves to 
north at junction and top of sec­
tion is in road cut on west side of 
curve. SW Cor. NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec.
30, T. 8 S., R. 21 W.
Saratoga Chalk:
Chalk, silty, glauconitic, fossili- 
ferous, valves of Gryphaea vesicularis 
and Exogyra costata litter surface.
Lower 6JI contains phosphate nodules, 
(l/2,,-l-l/2,,) and phosphatized fossils; 
borings filled with chalk extend into 
upper I1 of underlying unit. Contact 
distinct and irregular.................. 3
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, silty, micaceous, fossiliferous, 
gray-black weathering gray-blue to 
white; thin bed of Gryphaea vesicularis 
5 f below top............................ 11
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RJC Locality 17
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 4 between
Washington and Ozan, Hempstead County 
,7 mile south of bridge over South 
Fork of Ozan Creek. Base of section 
is in ditch on east side of road. SW 
Cor. SE 1/4, SW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 8,
T. 11 S., R. 25 W.
Saratoga Chalk:
Chalk, glauconitic, fossiliferous, 
gray to white; valves of Gryphaea 
vesicularis and Exogyra costata 
scattered over surface; lower 4" 
with phosphate nodules; phosphatized 
fossils; borings filled with glaucon­
itic chalk extend 6J1 -1 * into under­
lying unit, contact sharp, ir­
regular ........ « ...................... 2 ’3J5
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, fossiliferous, blocky-fractur­
ing, gray-black to blue-gray; randomly 
distributed valves of Gryphaea vesicu­
laris and Exogyra costata . . . . . . . 1 2  *
RJC Locality 22
Location: On Arkansas State Highway 55 200' north
of intersection with road to Beard’s 
Lake; top of section is in ditch on east 
side of road, section continues down north 
slope of hill. NW 1/4, SE 1/4, SE 1/4, 




Chalk, glauconitic, fossiliferous, 
bored, borings extend into upper 1' 
of underlying unit; lower 31' con­
tains phosphate nodules and phos­
phatized fossils. Contact sharp 
and irregular................. .. . . .  11 Is3
Marlbrook Formation:
Marl, blocky fracturing, gray-black 
to gray, upper 1' filled with inter­
connected borings from unit above . . . 5 X1U
Summary
The Annona Chalk and the Marlbrook Marl were examined 
the complete length of their outcrop in southwest Arkansas. 
Recognition and utilization of key horizons allowed com­
pilation of detailed lithologic sections and provided a 
means of tracing the Ozan, AnnonarMarlbrook contact from 
the central outcrop area at the type locality of the Ozan, 
to the southwest and northeast.
At the southwestern end of the outcrop approximately 
eighty feet of Annona Chalk crops out below a thin cover of 
Marlbrook Marl. A thin zone of borings and phosphatized 
fossil fragments occurs at the top of the basal massive 
chalk bed of the Annona. East of this area, at White 
Cliffs, Little River County, the chalk decreases in thick­
ness to sixty feet and the zone of borings and phosphate is
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better developed. In the central outcrop area the Annona 
continues to decrease in thickness. At a point south of 
Yancey, Hempstead County, it is represented by one and a 
half feet of chalk with a basal zone of borings, phosphate 
nodules and phosphatized fossils. Northeast of this out­
crop the Marlbrook is in direct contact with the Ozan. At 
Okolona, Clark County, a basal sand is developed in the 
Marlbrook at this contact. The sand, with phosphate 
nodules and phosphatized fossils at the base, rests sharply 
on the irregular surface of the Ozan. At the northeastern 
terminus of the outcrop this basal sand is well developed 
and increases in thickness. This bored phosphatic zone- 
sand development represents a disconformity which was 
formed either by extremely slow deposition or nondeposition 
with winnowing of previously deposited material.
In all areas where the Annona is present in the 
section its upper boundary with the Marlbrook is transition­
al in character. These tw?o lithic units exhibit a facies 
relationship with one another. The Annona Chalk constitutes 
a lower, offshore, calcareous facies and the Marlbrook Marl 
an upper, nearshore, argillaceous facies. The lower part 
of the Marlbrook is equivalent to that part of the Annona 
Chalk which is above the disconformity.
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The upper contact of the Marlbrook Formation with 
the Saratoga Chalk is distinctive and easily recognized.
It maintains the same character along the entire outcrop 
and on the basis of the physical evidence does not appear 
to be of as great a magnitude as the disconformity at the 
base of the Marlbrook and within the Annona Chalk. The 
fannal evidence, on the contrary, indicates that they are 
of equal magnitude.
STRATIGRAPHIC PALEONTOLOGY
In an effort to provide a strong framework on which 
future regional correlations may be based, a study of the 
Ostracoda fauna of the Marlbrook, Annona, and Ozan Forma­
tions has been completed. Sixty-four species, of which 
fourteen are new, have been identified for this report.
Two additional species are reported for the first time as 
occurring in the Cretaceous deposits of the Gulf Coast.
A comparison has been made of the fauna of the Marl­
brook, Annona, and Ozan Formations and the immediately con­
tiguous units, the Saratoga Formation above and the 
Brownstown Formation below (see Plate V). Check lists 
detailing the fauna of the Saratoga Formation and the 
Brownstown Formation were reported by Drouant (1960) and 
Thorsen (1959), respectively.
The faunas of the Brownstown and Ozan Formations 
appear to be quite distinct. Of the fifty-four species 
present in the Ozan, only twenty-four were reported by 
Thorsen (1959) as occurring in the Brownstown. Seven of 
the fifty-four Ozan species are unique to that formation 
and serve as excellent index fossils for local correlation.
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Within the group of twenty-four species common to the two 
formations five species occur no higher in the Ozan than the 
basal Buckrange Sand. To account for these differences in 
the faunas of the two units either a significant time inter­
val must have elapsed between the deposition of the Browns­
town sediments and the time during which the Ozan sediments 
were laid down, or the 3uckrange Sand is an accumulation 
formed during a time of extremely slow deposition. The 
physical character of the Buckrange Sand (see detailed 
sections and text under OZAN FORMATION) makes the writer 
favor the latter idea.
The faunal relationships between the Marlbrook, 
Annona, and Ozan Formations with respect to the discon­
formity which the author places between the Marlbrook and 
Ozan Formations in the northeastern outcrop area where the 
Annona is missing from the section and within the Annona 
Chalk in the central and southwestern outcrop areas, are 
complicated by the fact that environment appears to control 
several of the species that are common to two of the three 
units. Fourteen species occur in the Marlbrook above the 
Annona and in the Ozan below the Annona but were not found 
within the chalk unit. The environment factor affects the
problem in two directions, since the Annona Chalk wedges 
out to the northeast and is missing from the section in the 
northeastern outcrop area. If these environment-influenced 
species are discounted there is still sufficient faunal 
evidence on which the disconformity may be based. Nineteen 
species that are present in the Ozan and that part of the 
Annona Chalk below the disconformity are not found in the 
Annona Chalk and Marlbrook Formation above the disconformity. 
In addition, four species not found below the disconformity 
occur in the Annona and Marlbrook above the disconformity.
A long period of time must be necessary to produce such a 
change in the faunas; therefore, the existence of this dis­
conformity is supported by faunal as well as physical 
evidence.
The contrast between the faunas of the upper unit of 
this study, the Marlbrook Formation, and the overlying 
Saratoga Formation appears to be as significant as that 
across the disconformity just discussed. Twenty-four of 
the species found in the Marlbrook were reported from the 
Saratoga and of the thirteen species which Drouant (1960) 
did not find in the Saratoga only eight are common to all 
three units (Marlbrook, Annona and Ozan Formations) of 
this study. The writer considers the relationship between
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the Saratoga and Marlbrook Formations as important to the 
sedimentary history of the Marlbrook, Annona and Ozan 





Suborder PLATYCOPA Sars 1865 
Family CYTHERELLIDAE Sars 1866 
Genus CYTHERELLA Jones 1849 
CYTHERELLA AUSTINENSIS Alexander 1929 
Plate VI, figures 8a, b 
Cytherella obesa Alexander (not Jones and Kirby, 1884) 1929, 
p. 51, pi. 1, figs. 3, 6 (female).
Cytherella austinensis Alexander 1929, p. 51, pi. 2, figs.
4, 6 (male).
Cytherella bullata Alexander 1932, p. 305, pi. 28, figs. 3,
4.
Cytherella bullata Loetterle 1937, p. 50, pi. 8, figs. 4a, b. 
Cytherella bullata Albritton 1941, p. 49, 58.
Cytherella cf. G. obesa (Alexander) Swain 1952, p. 68, pi.
8, fig. 2.
Cytherella bullata Brown 1957, p. 7, pi. 2, figs. 6, 7. 
Cytherella austinensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, pi. 244.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by having its 
greatest height at center and a narrow anterior marginal
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rim on left valve.
DESCRIPTION.--Secually dimorphous, females highest 
at middle, males slightly in front of middle. Carapace in 
lateral view subovate, right valve larger, overlaps left, 
overlap least at ventral one-half of posterior, greatest 
at middle and along anterior half of dorsum. Anterior 
broadly and evenly rounded, left valve with narrow rim; 
posterior broadly angulate at middle in females, more acute­
ly rounded below middle in males; dorsal outline arched, 
slopes more strongly to posterior in male than in female; 
ventral outline gently convex in female, nearly straight 
in males. In dorsal view males subacute at both ends, 
females subovate anteriorly, bluntly rounded at posterior.
DIMENSIONS.--Female complete carapace: length 0,85
mm; height 0.66 mm. Male complete carapace: length 0.82
mm; height 0.52 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
CYTHERELLA TUBERCULIFERA Alexander 1929 
Plate VI, figure 5 
Cytherella tuberculifera Alexander 1929, p. 52, pi, 2, fig. 3, 
Cytherella tuberculifera Alexander 1934, p. 212.
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Cytherella tuberculifera Butler and Jones 1957, p. 9, pi. 6, 
fig. 7.
Cytherella tuberculifera Brown 1957, p. 7, pi. 1, figs. 3-5.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by nearly paral­
lel dorsal and ventral margins and a short, blunt projection 
on posterior of right valve.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subrectangu- 
lar, highest at middle, right valve larger, overlaps left 
around entire periphery, greatest along ventral margin. 
Anterior broadly and evenly rounded, with a narrow rim on 
left valve; posterior broadly rounded with a narrow rim on 
ventral half of left valve; posterior of right valve has a 
short blunt projection in the middle; dorsal margin gently 
arched; ventral margin slightly convex but nearly parallel 
to dorsal.
DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 0.78 mm;
height 9.46 ram.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Marlbrook Formation 
REMARKS.--No sexual dimorphism was observed in this 
species.
CYTHERELLA N. SP. 1 
Plate VI, figures 7a,b,c,d
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a strongly 
arched dorsal outline, greatest height in middle, and a well 
developed blunt projection slightly below middle of pos­
terior of right valve.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females highest in 
middle, males slightly behind middle. Carapace in lateral 
view elongate ovate, right valve larger, greatest overlap 
along dorsal margin. Anterior broadly and evenly rounded 
with narrow rim on left valve; posterior more acutely 
rounded in males than in females; left valve bears a narrow 
rim on posterior one-third of ventral margin; posterior of 
right with large, blunt projection just below middle; dorsal 
outline strongly arched; ventral outline convex, nearly 
straight in males. In dorsal view males subacute both ends; 
females acutely rounded at anterior, bluntly rounded at 
posterior.
DIMENSIONS.--Female complete carapace: length 0,86
mm; height 0.55 mm. Holotype (male complete carapace): 
length 0.83 mm; height 0.52 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 6, sample 2.
TYPE LEVEL.--Marlbrook Formation
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REMARKS.--This species may be distinguished from 
Cytherella tuberculifera Alexander because of its strongly 
arched dorsal outline, more acutely rounded posterior, and 
its x̂ ell developed posterior projection on the right valve. 
This species is established on over twenty complete speci­
mens .
Genus C YT HE RE LLOIDEA Alexander 1929 
CYTHERELLOIDEA CRAFTI Sexton 1951 
Plate VII, figures 4a,b,c,d 
Cytherelloidea crafti Sexton 1951, p. 813, pi. 117, figs.
7-10.
Cytherelloidea crafti Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 262,
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species of the genus Cytherelloidea 
with three lateral ribs, the median one being bent below 
the muscle pit and not reaching posterior end.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous; females larger, 
with two knob-like swellings or nodes at posterior end of 
carapace in each valve, males with only ridge in same area. 
Female in lateral view subrectangular; right valve larger 
and overlaps left except at lower one half of posterior 
outline; left valve more elongate than right; dorsal
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outline arched; posterior more abruptly rounded than 
anterior. A continuous, thickened, marginal rim follows 
dorsal and ventral outlines closely, but is removed from 
anterior and posterior. From the posterior swellings 
thickened ribs extend three-fourths the length of the cara­
pace; the upper rib bending above the muscle pit. Just 
posterior to muscle-pit a third rib starts and curves below 
it, ending slightly anterior to other two ribs. It is 
faintly joined to the dorsal rib at the back, but there is 
a depression between the swollen portions of each. Males 
smaller, more elongate; ventral margin medially concave; 
dorsal and ventral ribs similar to those of females, except 
for lack of nodes where they join the marginal rim; median 
rib longer and straighter than on females and does not 
join dorsal rib. In dorsal view females wedge-shaped with 
greatest width at posterior nodes; males elongate-rec­
tangular .
DIMENSIONS.--Female right valve: length 0,65 mm;
height 0.42 mm; left valve: length 0.65 mm; height 0.39
mm. Male right valve: length 0.62 mm; height 0.36 mm;
left valve: length 0.65 mm; height 0.36 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIG LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook 
Formations.
REMARKS-This species was originally based on a 
female carapace and males were unknown. It differs from 
Cytherelloidea ozanana and Cytherelloidea tollettensis by 
the number and placement of the lateral ribs.
CYTHERELLOIDEA OZANANA Sexton 1951 
Plate VII, figures 3a,b,c,d 
Cytherelloidea ozanana Sexton 1951, p. 812, pi. 117, figs.
3, 6. (Reported in error by author as figs. 4,5). 
Cytherelloidea greenensis Brown 1957, p. 9, pi. 1, figs.
22, 23, 26, 29.
Cytherelloidea ozanana Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 267, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by three lateral 
ribs, two below muscle pit and connected to posterior nodes 
dorsal rib short, inclined, does not connect to node.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females less 
elongate, with two knob-like swellings or nodes at pos­
terior end of carapace in each valve; males flat in same 
area. Female in lateral view subrectangular; right valve 
larger, overlaps right except at ends; left valve more 
elongate than right; dorsal and ventral outlines straight, 
posterior and anterior equally rounded. In right valve
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continuous marginal rim follows entire outline of carapace; 
from posterior swellings thickened ribs extend three 
quarters the length of carapace, both lying below muscle 
pit; above muscle depression and inclined to other two is 
a short, straight dorsal rib. In left thickened rim follows 
anterior third of dorsal, anterior, ventral, posterior 
margins; departs dorsal margin at middle, slopes just above 
muscle pit and ends below its point of origin; ventral and 
median ribs as on right valve. Narrow, high ridge connects 
posterior nodes; posterior marginal rim bears variously 
placed denticulations. Males more elongate, flat where 
female has posterior nodes; dorsal outline straight, ventral 
concave. Marginal rim and lateral ribs as on female.
DIMENSIONS.--Female right valve: length 0.54 mm;
height 0.32 mm; left valve: length 0.52 mm; height 0.29 mm.
Male right valve: length 0.54 mm; height 0.29 mm; left
valve: length 0.52 mm; height 0.29 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation 
REMARKS.--This species was originally based on a fe­
male carapace and males have not previously been reported. 
Brown’s illustrations and description fit the female.
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CYTHERELLOIDEA TGLLETTENSIS Sexton 1951 
Plate VII, figures 2a,b,c,d.
Gytherelloidea tollettensis Sexton 1951, p. 812, pi. 117, 
figs. 4, 5. (Reported in error by Sexton as figs.
3, 6).
Gy there llo idea swaini 3ro\\?n 1957, p. 8, pi. 1, figs. 16- 
19. (female)
Cytherelloidea sohni Brown 1957, p. 9, pi. 2, figs. 1-3. 
(male)
Cytherelloidea tollettensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 
217, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by two lateral 
ribs, of which the ventral one does not connect with the 
posterior node. Surface faintly pimpled between lateral 
ribs.
DESCRIPTION,--Sexually dimorphous, females with two 
knob-like swellings or nodes on posterior end of carapace, 
males flat in same area; valves dissimilar in both forms. 
Female in lateral view subquadrate, right valve larger, 
overlaps left except at ends. On right valve thickened 
rim follows margin completely around carapace, narrower 
and bearing variously placed denticulations along posterior 
margin; a narrow ridge connects posterior nodes. Lateral
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surface bears two thickened ribs, dorsal rib extends from 
upper node two-thirds length of carapace, lying just above 
muscle pit; ventral rib crescentic, lies just above ventral 
marginal rim, does not connect with lower node. In left, 
thickened rim continuous from anterior of dorsal outline; 
follows anterior, ventral, posterior outlines, slopes below 
dorsal outline at posterior and ends above muscle pit below 
its point of origin; ventral rib as in left; surface between 
ribs faintly pimpled on both valves. Males more elongate, 
ventrally concave, flat where females have posterior nodes. 
In both valves continuous marginal rim from anterior of 
dorsal outline follows anterior and ventral outlines, 
departs posterior outline at venter, near dorsal outline it 
curves anteriorly, ending above and in front of muscle pit; 
ventral crescentic rib as on females. There is a tendency 
for a third rib to form above the ventral rib.
DIMENSIONS.--Female right valve: length 0.59 mm;
height 0.37 mm; left valve: length 0,55 mm; height 0.32 mm.
Male right valve: length 0.55 mm; height 0.31 mm; left
valve: length 0.55 mm; height 0.29 ran.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
REMARKS.--The original description of this species
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was based on female forms alone, males were unknown. 
Cytherelloidea sohni Brown 1957 appears to be the male of 
this species. (Based on his description and illustrations, 
none of Brown's types were examined.)
CYTHERELLOIDEA SPIRALIA Jennings 1936 
Plate VII, figures la,b,c,d 
Cytherelloidea spiralia Jennings 1936, p. 42, pi. 6, fig. 2 
Cytherelloidea spiralia Schmidt 1948, p. 406, pi. 61, fig. 
1.
Cytherelloidea spiralia Sexton 1951, p. 808, pi. 116, fig. 
9.
Cytherelloidea andrewsi Brown 1957, p. 9, pi. 1, figs. 24, 
27, 28 (male)
Cytherelloidea spiralia Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 270, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a recurved 
dorsal rib. Dorsal rib lies above muscle pit, recurves in 
front of pit, passes below pit and terminates at upper 
posterior node.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more 
elongate, females with knob-like swellings or nodes at 
posterior end of carapace, males flat in same area. Female
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in lateral view subrectangular, right valve larger, over­
laps left except at lower one-half of posterior outline; 
left valve more elongate than right; anterior broadly 
rounded; posterior abruptly rounded, obtusely angled at 
postero-ventral corner. A continuous thickened marginal 
rim follows carapace outline in right, in left follows 
only anterior, ventral and posterior outlines. From the 
posterior nodes thickened ribs extend four-fifths the 
length of carapace, dorsal rib in left differs from that 
in right in that it is a continuation of marginal rim; 
dorsal rib recurves in front of muscle pit and extends 
posteriorly to upper node; ribs are connected in inflated 
anterior portion of carapace but there is a depression 
between them. Males more elongate, ventral margin medially 
concave; lateral ribs similar to those of female except for 
lack of nodes at posterior; posterior portion of recurved 
dorsal rib and ventral rib do not join posterior rim.
Dorsal outline of females wedge shaped, greatest width at 
posterior nodes; males elongate rectangular.
DIMENSIONS.--Female right valve: length 0.49 mm;
height 0.29mm; left valve: length 0.49 mm; height 0.26 mm.
Male right valve: length 0.45 mm; height 0.31 mm; left
valve: length 0.45 mm; height 0.27 mm.
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STRATIGRAFHIC LEVEL-Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
REMARKS .--This species was originally described from 
male forms only. Based on his descriptions and illustra­
tions, Cytherelloidea inflata Brown 1957 is the female of 
this species and Cytherelloidea andrewsi Brown 1957 is the 
male form.
Genus MORROWINA loetterle 1937 
MORROWINA N.SP.
Plate VII, figures 5a,b
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a coarsely punctate 
lateral surface, narrow anterior marginal rim and a trans­
verse crescentic sulcus above the middle.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subovate; 
right valve larger, overlaps left around entire periphery, 
greatest overlap along anterior one-half of dorsal margin. 
Anterior broadly and evenly rounded, with narrow marginal 
rim; posterior bluntly rounded, truncate; dorsal outline 
arched, slopes ventrally to the posterior; ventral outline 
straight. Marginal area narrow, line of cpncrescence and 
inner margin coincide; muscle scars consist of a vertical 
row of five longitudinally elongate scars with a heart 
shaped scar above and slightly in front of the vertical row.
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DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (complete carapace); length 
0.57 mm; height 0.23 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 7; sample 3.
TYPE LEVEL.--Marlbrook Formation.
REMARKS.--This species differs from M. unilacuna 
(Morrow) in the shape of the depression above the middle of 
the lateral surface and in the shape of the posterior. No 
sexual dimorphism was observed.
Suborder P0D0C0PA Sars 1865 
Family CYPRIDAE Baird 1849 
Subfamily CYPRIDINAE Baird 1846 
Genus PARACYPRIS Sars 1866 
PARACYPRIS N. SP.
Plate VI, figure 3
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its broadly 
and evenly rounded anterior, strongly arched dorsal out­
line whose anterior half is straight, and slightly concave 
ventral outline.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate; 
left valve larger, overlaps right around dorsal, posteriorv, 
ventral margins; greatest overlap on anterior slope of 
dorsal margin. Anterior broadly and evenly rounded;
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posterior low, acutely angled; dorsal outline strongly 
arched; straight in anterior one-half; ventral outline 
slightly concave. Marginal area broad at anterior and 
posterior; muscle scars obscured; hinge consists of a flange 
in right valve which fits into a groove in left.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (Complete carapace): length
0.70 mm; height 0,32 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 35; Sample 11.
TYPE LEVEL.--Annona Chalk.
REMARKS .--This species differs from Paracypris 
augusta Alexander because of its smaller dimensions, less 
produced and acutely angled posterior and the greater 
degree of dorsal overlap; it warrants designation as a new 
species.
Family BAIRBIIDAE Sars 1923 
Subfamily BAIRDIINAE Sars 1923 
Genus BYTHOCYPRIS Brady 1880 
BYTHOCYPRIS WINDHAMI Butler and Jones 1957 
Plate VI, figure 6 
Bythocypris windhami Butler and Jones 1957, p. 12, pi. 1, 
figures 8a-e.
Bythocypris windhami Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 103, fig.
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DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a strongly 
arched dorsal outline, greatest overlap at dorsal angula­
tion, and well developed anterior and posterior vestibules.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view reniform; 
highest at middle; left valve larger, overlaps right around 
entire periphery, greatest overlap along venter and at 
dorsal angulation. Anterior margin broadly rounded; pos­
terior more acutely rounded; dorsal outline in left strongly 
arched, broadly angulate at middle; in right evenly arched; 
ventral margin of left straight, of right concave. Surface 
smooth, finely punctate. Marginal area broad at anterior 
and posterior, line of concrescence and inner margin do not 
coincide; hinge of right consists of anterior and posterior 
flanges which fit beneath similar flanges in left.
DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 0.85 mm;
height 0.45 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
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Genus BAIRDOPPIIATA Coryell, Sample and Jennings 1935 
BAIRDOPPIIATA ROTUNDA (Alexander) 1927 
Plate VI, figures 4a,b 
Bairdia subdeltoidea rotunda Alexander 1927, p. 31, pi. 6, 
figs. 1, 3.
Bairdia rotunda Alexander 1929, p. 62, pi. 3, figs. 2,6.
Bairdia rotunda Alexander 1939,
Bairdia rotunda Albritton 1941,
?Bairdia cf. B. rotunda Swain 1948, p. 193, pi. 12, fig. 11. 
Bairdoppilata rotunda Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 83, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a sub-triangular lateral 
outline and a slightly produced, acutely rounded posterior.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace sub-triangular in lateral 
view, greatest height in center; left valve larger, great­
est overlap in middle of dorsal and ventral margins.
Anterior obliquely rounded, broadly angulate below middle; 
posterior slightly produced, acutely rounded at height below 
anterior angulation; dorsal outline strongly arched, almost 
flat in middle; ventral outline convex. Marginal area 
broad at anterior and posterior; line of concrescence 
departs inner margin at anterior and posterior; muscle scars 
obscured; hinge of right consists of terminal crenulate 
cusps; of left terminal crenulate sockets.
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DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 1.31 mm;
he ight 0.91 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
Family CYTHERIDAE Baird 1850 
Subfamily CYTHERIDEINAE Sars 1925 
Genus HAPLQCYTHERIDEA Stephenson 1936 
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? BRUCECLARKI (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate VIII, figures la,b 
Cythere bruceclarki Israelsky 1929, p. 11, pi. 2A, figs.
5, 6.
Cythere bruceclarki Israelsky 1935, p. 481, pi. A, figs.
5, 6.
?Cytheridea punctilifera Jennings 1936, p. 58, pi. 7, fig. 
11.
?Cytheridea sepulchra Jennings 1936, p. 59, pi. 7, fig. 12. 
Cytheridea punctilifera Skinner 1956, p. 197, pi. 4, figs. 
3a-d.
Haplocytheridea ? rayburnensis Butler and Jones 1957, p. 15, 
pi. 4, figs. 7a-e.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species questionably referred to the 
genus Haplocytheridea characterized by a strongly arched 
dorsal outline and a coarsely punctate lateral surface.
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DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more inflated, more angulate dorsally than males. In lateral 
view carapace pyriform, highest in middle; left valve larger, 
overlaps right around entire carapace; dorsal outline of 
female strongly arched, almost angulate, of male strongly 
arched; ventral outline straight; anterior broadly and 
obliquely rounded, posterior bluntly rounded, truncate, 
angulate at venter. Surface of carapace coarsely punctate, 
with a tendency for two to three vertical furrows to form 
below area of greatest height. Marginal area moderately 
broad, line of concrescence departs inner margin around 
anterior, venter, posterior; radial pore canals numerous, 
straight; hinge holmerodont with an accommodation groove 
in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.49 mm;
height 0.36 mm. Male left valve: length 0.52 mm; height
0 .32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
REMARKS.--Based on a study of specimens collected 
for this work, topotype slides 2319, 5333 (C. Bruceclarki 
Israelsky) from the H. V. Howe collection, and holotype 
slide No. 5411 of Butler and Jones (H. rayburnensis), the
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writer believes C. bruceclarki to be the male and H. ray- 
burnensis to be the female of the same species. The pres­
ence of an accommodation groove removes this species from 
the typical Haplocytheridea.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? COUNCILLI (Brown) 1957 
Plate VIII, figures 4a,b 
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) councilli Brown 1957, p. 17, 
pi. 2, figs. 12-16.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by coarse, sub- 
circular pits on lateral surface and a thickened rim on 
anterior and posterior margins.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more inflated, dorsal outline more arched than in males. 
Carapace in lateral view elongate ovate; left valve larger, 
overlap greatest along dorsal margin; dorsal outline 
arched, more so in females than in males; ventral outline 
nearly straight, convex in central portion due to ventral 
tumidity; anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed; 
posterior acutely rounded, r ironed lateral surface bears 
regularly spaced large round pits, the deepest lying behind 
anterior marginal rim. Marginal area broad at anterior, 
tapering posteriorly; hinge of right valve with terminal
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crenulate cusps connected by a crenulate groove; of left 
there is an accommodation grove.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.55 mm;
height 0.32 mm. Male left valve: length 0.62 mm; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--The presence of an accommodation groove 
removes this species from the typical Haplocytheridea.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? GLOBOSA (Alexander) 1929 
Plate VIII, figure 6 
Cytheridea globosa Alexander 1929, p. 75, pi. 5, figs. 
17-19.
Haplocytheridea ? globosa Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 352, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a posterior 
acutely angulate at the venter and a ventro-laterally tumid 
carapace.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more tumid than males. In side view carapace pyriform, 
greatest height anterior to middle; dorsal outline strongly 
arched, almost angulate; ventral outline sinuous, convex at 
middle; ventro-lateral tumidity overhangs ventral margin.
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Anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, posterior end 
pointed, acutely angled at the venter. Left valve larger, 
overlaps right around entire periphery, greatest overlap 
dorsally. Surface of valves coarsely punctate, tendency 
for punctae to be aligned in three vertical furrows in 
median portion of valves. Marginal area broad, radial pore 
canals numerous, straight; hinge holomerodont with accom­
modation groove above bar in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Female right valve: length 0.75 mm;
height 0.45 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook 
Formations.
REMARKS.--The presence of an accommodation groove 
removes this species from the typical Haplocytheridea.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? INSOLITA (Alexander and Alexander) 1933
Plate VIII, figure 5 
Cytheridea insolita Alexander and Alexander 1933, p. 282, 
figs. 2a, b, 3a, b.
Cytheridea insolita Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Haplocytheridea ? insolita Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 353, 
fig.
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DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a posterior 
subacute at the venter, a ventro-lateral tumidity, and a 
right valve larger than the left.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more tumid than males. In lateral view carapace pyriform, 
greatest height just anterior to middle; dorsal outline 
angulate; ventral outline sinuous, convex anteriorly, con­
cave posteriorly; anterior broadly rounded; posterior sub­
acute at the venter. Right valve larger than left, overlaps 
around entire periphery, greatest overlap dorsally. Mar­
ginal area widest anteriorly; normal pore canals numerous, 
straight; hinge merodont, in left valve consists of terminal 
crenulate cusps connected by a finely crenulate groove; 
right valve has terminal sockets with connecting bar and an 
accommodation groove above.
DIMENSIONS.--Female complete carapace: length 0.68
mm; height 0.49 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--The reversal in valve size and hinge ele­
ments plus the presence of an accommodation groove removes 
this species from the typical Haplocytheridea.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA MICROPUNCTATA (Alexander) 1929 
Plate VIII, figures 3a,b 
Cytheridea micropunctata Alexander 1929, p. 77, pi. 5, fig.
20, pi. 6, fig. 6.
Haplocytheridea micropunctata Howe and Laurencich 1958, p.
355, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its finely 
pitted surface, convex ventral outline, and vertical pitted 
furrow near center of carapace.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more tumid than males. Carapace in lateral view elongate 
ovate, greatest height anterior to middle; dorsal outline 
arched; ventral outline convex; anterior broadly rounded, 
denticulate; posterior low, bluntly rounded, denticulate. 
Surface of carapace finely punctate, punctae coarser in 
central portion, a distinct pitted vertical furrow occurs 
at middle. In dorsal view elongate elliptical, valve 
junction straight, furrow on lateral surface very prominent 
Marginal area broad at anterior, line of concrescence 
departs inner margin, radial pore canals numerous, straight 
hinge holomerodont with no accommodation groove in left 
valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.59 mm;
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height 0.36 mm, Male left valve: length 0.62 ram; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? PLUMMERI (Alexander) 1929 
Plate VIII, figures 7a,b 
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander 1929, p. 73, pi. 5, figs. 5-8. 
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander and Alexander 1933, p. 280, 
figs.. la, b, 4a, b.
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri Schmidt 1948, p. 425, pi. 62, 
figs. 27-29, text fig. 2f.
Not Haplocytheridea ? sp. all. H. ? plummeri Swain 1952, p.
79, pi. 8, fig. 15.
Not Cytheridea plummeri Skinner 1956, p. 198, pi. 4, figs. 
2a-d.
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri Butler and Jones 1957, p. 16, pi. 
4, fig. 9.
Not Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) plummeri Brown 1957, p. 18, 
pi. 2, figs. 9-11.
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri Howe and Laurencich, 1958, p. 356, 
fig.
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DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a coarsely 
punctae surface with punctate in median portion of cara­
pace arranged in three to four pronounced vertical furrows,
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males longer, 
less inflated than females; left valve larger, overlaps 
right, greatest overlap dorsally. In lateral view carapace 
pyriform, anterior obliquely rounded, denticulate, pos­
terior low, acutely angled at venter; dorsal outline arched; 
ventral outline straight, slightly convex anteriorly. Sur­
face of both valves coarsely punctate, punctae arranged in 
three to four pronounced vertical furrows in median portion. 
Marginal area moderately broad; radial pore canals numerous, 
straight; line of concrescence departs inner margin anter­
iorly; muscle scars consist of a vertical row of four with 
two in front; hinge holomerodont with an accommodation 
groove above bar in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.75 mm;
height 0.50 mm. Male left valve: length 0.88 mm; height
0.52 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
REMARKS.--The accommodation groove in the left valve 
removes this species from the typical Haplocytheridea.
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Genue CLITHROCYTHERIDEA Stephenson 1936 
CLITHROCYTHERIDEA FABAFORMIS (Berry) 1925 
Plate VIII, figure 2 
Cytherella fabaformis Berry 1925, p. 487, fig. 13.
Cytheridea fabaformis Alexander 1929, p. 76, pi. 5, fig. 18. 
Cytheridea fabaformis Alexander 1934, p. 224.
Haplocytheridea ? fabaformis Schmidt 1948, p. 426, pi. 62, 
fig. 23.
Cytheridea (Haplocytheridea) fabaformis Brown 1957, p. 17, 
pi. 2, figs. 7, 8.
Haplocytheridea ? fabaformis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 
351, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by obscure
reticulations, ridges, furrows, and pits on the lateral
surface; a longitudinal furrow on the posterior one-half
being the most prominent.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view pyriform,
elongate, highest anterior to middle, slightly inflated,.
\
right valve more tumid than left; dorsal outline arched; 
ventral margin sinuous, tumidity obscuring ventral margin 
in right valve; anterior obliquely rounded; posterior 
acutely rounded at the venter, bearing five to six short, 
blunt, denticulations. Surface of valves ornamented with
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obscure reticulations, ridges, furrows and pits; median 
area of both valves with two to three oblique ridges and 
accompanying furrows; longitudinal furrow on posterior one- 
half being the most prominent. Marginal area broad, line 
of concrescence departs inner margin at anterior forming 
small vestibule; muscle scars a vertical row of four with 
two in front; hinge antimerodont with an accommodation 
groove in left valve; dorsal margin is flattened above this 
accommodation groove.
DIMENSIONS.--left valve: length 0.62 mm; height 
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations. 
REMARKS.--The presence of an antimerodont hinge in 
this species warrants its assignment to Clithrocytheridea. 
No sexual dimorphism was observed.
Genus KRITHE Brady, Crosskey,and Robertson 1874 
KRITHE CUSHMANI Alexander 1929 
Plate VI, figure 1 
Krithe cushmani Alexander 1929, p. 67, pi. 4, figs. 9,11. 
Krithe cushmani Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Krithe cushmani Bonnema 1940, p. 118, pi. 2, figs. 48-54. 
Krithe cushmani Albritton 1941, p. 49, 59.
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Krithe cushmani Bold 1946, p. 77, pi. 4, fig. 18.
Krithe cushmani Butler and Jones 1957, p. 17, pi. 1, fig. 2.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its low, trun­
cate posterior which is acutely angled at the venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view oblong, highest 
near middle, left valve larger, overlap greatest along dor­
sal margin. Anterior broadly rounded; posterior obliquely 
truncate, rounded dorsally, acutely angulate at venter; 
invagination on posterior surface between middle and venter; 
dorsal outline arched; ventral outline sinuous. Marginal 
area broad at anterior, line of concrescence departs inner 
margin forming vestibule, vestibule rarely preserved; 
muscle scars consist of a vertical row of four elongate 
scars with two in front; hinge consists of flange-like 
dorsal margin of right which fits into groove in left.
DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 0.67 mm;
height 0.34 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
KRITHE POSTPRQJECTA Schmidt 1940 
Plate VI, figure 2 
Krithe postprojecta Schmidt 1948, p. 409, pi. 61, fig. 8, 
text fig. 2d.
?Krithe cf K. postprojecta Swain 1952, p. 87, pi. 9, fig. 11. 
Krithe postprojecta Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 377, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a blunt, 
rounded projection of posterior margin at the venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view oblong, left 
valve larger, greatest overlap along dorsal margin; anterior 
broadly and obliquely rounded; posterior truncate, pro­
duced into short, blunt, rounded projection at the venter, 
above which the posterior surface is invaginated; dorsal 
outline arched; ventral outline slightly convex; margins 
are subparallel. Line of concrescence departs inner margin 
at anterior forming vestibule; muscle scars a vertical row 
of four with two in front which are touching at their 
posterior extremities; hinge consists of flange-like dorsal 
margin of right which fits into groove in left.
DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 0.63 mm;
height 0.26 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
Subfamily CYTHERINAE Dana 1853 
Genus CYTHERE Muller 1785 
"CYTHERE?” N. SP.
Plate VIII, figures 9a,b 
DIAGNOSIS.--An extremely inflated species with com­
pressed anterior and posterior, the mid-portion bearing 
faint semiconcentric ridges.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subovate; 
extremely compressed at anterior and posterior; strongly 
inflated, tumid ventro-laterally; left valve larger, over­
laps right along anterior, dorsal and ventral margins. 
Anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, smooth; posterior 
of left more narrowly rounded, of right subangulate above 
middle, upper portion of angulation concave; dorsal margin 
arched iu left, almost straight in right; ventral outline 
strongly convex in central portion due to ventro-lateral 
tumidity. Surface of inflated median portion of carapace 
appears smooth with randomly placed, fine normal pore canals 
when dyed, however, semiconcentric ridges of very low relief 
which parallel margins may be observed. Marginal area 
moderately broad, line of concrescence and inner margin 
coincide, radial pore canals few, widely spaced, straight; 
hinge merodont, in right consists of terminal well developed
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crenulate sockets connected by a narrow crenulate bar above 
which is a strong accommodation groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (left valve): length 0.75 mm;
height 0.56 mm. Right valve: length 0.70 mm; height 0.42
mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 35, Sample 9.
TYPE LEVEL.--Annona Chalk.
REMARKS.--This species bears the typical Cythere 
hinge, but differs in shape and lacks the ornamentation of 
the typical Cythere. Both Centrocythere Mertens 1956, and 
Neocythere Mertens 1956, possess hinges which differ from 
this species. A new genus should be established for this 
species.
Subfamily CYTHERURINAE Muller 1894 
Genus CYTHEROPTERON Sars 1866 
CYTHEROPTERON BLAKEI Alexander 1933 
Plate VIII, figures 8a,b 
Cytheropteron (Cytheropteron) blakei Alexander 1933, p.
194, pi. 27, figs. 9a-b.
Cytheropteron blakei Calahan 1939, p. 41, pi. 3, fig. 4 
Cytheropteron blakei Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 296, figs. 
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a thickened rim on down
turned alate ventrolateral surface whose dorsal surface 
bears a row of distinct pits.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subovate; 
anterior abruptly rounded; posterior produced, drawn out 
into a distinct upturned caudal process; dorsal margin 
arched; ventral outline convex. Lateral surface with 
alaeform projection which turns downward to the posterior, 
above thickened rim on ala surface bears rows of pits 
formed by intersection of low transverse and longitudinal 
ridges; a shallow transverse sulcus lies just anterior to 
middle. Ventral surface of ala bears four longitudinal 
ridges which parallel convex outline. Marginal area 
moderately broad; radial pore canals straight, widely 
spaced; hinge holomerodont.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.59 mm; height
0.36 mm; right valve: length 0.59 mm; height 0,32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL,--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
Genus ORTHONOTACYTHERE Alexander 1933 
ORTHONOTACYTHERE HANNAI (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate IX, figure 1 
Cytheridea ? hannai Israelsky 1929, p. 12, pi. 2A, figs. 10a-
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Cytheropteron hannai Alexander 1929, p. 105, pi. 9, fig.
16.
Orthonotacythere hannai Alexander 1933, p. 200, pi, 25,
figs. la-c; pi. 26, figs. 6a, b; pi. 27, figs. 14a, 
b .
Orthonotacythere hannai Alexander 1934, p. 65.
Cytheridea ? hannai Israelsky 1935, p. 482, pi. 2A, figs. 
10a, b.
Orthonotacythere hannai var. Alexander 1939, p. 660.
Or thono tacythere hannai Skinner 1956, p. 202, pi. 4, figs.
92, b.
Orthonotacythere hanna i Butler and Jones 1957, p. 21, pi.
4, fig. 2.•
Orthonotacythere hannai Brown 1957, p. 24, pi. 6, figs. 3-5
Or thono tacythere hannai Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 436,
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a median sul­
cus and by six to eight blunt, spinose tubercles arranged 
below, behind and in front of sulcus.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subquadrate, 
ventrally tumid; anterior broadly rounded, rimaned, denticu­
late, posterior with short upturned caudal process; dorsal 
outline straight, dentate; ventral outline convex. Lateral
surface reticulate, divided by median sulcus; six to eight 
blunt, spinose tubercles are arranged below, behind, and in 
front of sulcus; short blunt spines arranged in three to 
four rows parallel margins and are scattered over surface. 
Marginal area narrow, line of concrescence and inner margin 
coincide; hinge of right valve consists of raised terminal 
crenulate cusps connected by a narrow finely crenulate 
groove; hinge of left complimentary.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.55 mm; height
0.36 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Czan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
ORTHONOTACYTHERE POLITA Alexander 1934 
Plate IX, figure 2 
Orthonotacythere polita Alexander 1934, p. 66, pi, 8, fig.
7.
Or thono tacythere polita Howe and Laurencich 1958, p.p 438-
39, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a narrow blade-like keel 
parallel to anterior, ventral, and posterior margins and a 
ventral row of four blunt, spinose tubercles.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subquadrate;
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anterior compressed, broadly rounded, rimmed, dentate; pos­
terior compressed, produced into short blunt caudal process
\
above middle; dorsal outline sinuous; ventral outline convex. 
Lateral surface divided by median sulcus into two inflated 
areas, narrow blade-like keel follows but is removed from 
anterior, ventral, posterior margins; tubercles arranged in 
rows, four ventral tubercles above and parallel to keel, 
dorsal row arranged one in front of and three behind median 
sulcus. Marginal area broad at anterior and posterior; 
muscle scars obscured; hinge of left consists of terminal 
crenulate sockets connected by a finely crenulate bar.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.45 mm; height
0.29 mm,
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Marlbrook Formation.
Subfamily BYTHOCYTHERINAE Sars 1926 
Genus MONOCERATINA ROTH 1928 
MONOCERATINA MONTUOSA (Jones and Hinde) 1890 
Plate IX, figure 3 
Cythere (Cythereis) montuosa Jones 1875, M. S., Syst, Lists, 
Belfast Nat. Field Club, vol. 1, appendix iii, p. 81 
(homen nudum) .
Cytheropteron cuspidatum montuosa Jones and Hinde 1890, p.
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38, pi. 3, figs. 14-16.
Monoceratina montuosa Alexander 1934, p. 62, pi. 8, fig. 5. 
Monoceratina montuosa Bonnema 1941, p. 41, pi. 7, figs. 1-9. 
Monoceratina montuosa Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 411, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its elongate 
shape, reticulate lateral surface and five prominent hollow 
spines.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate tri­
gonal, compressed at ends, inflated ventro-laterally; 
anterior rounded, rimmed, denticulate; posterior compressed, 
rimmed, denticulate, produced into caudal process at dorsum; 
dorsal margin straight, denticulate; ventral margin convex 
in middle, above which there is a short, distinct, longi­
tudinal ridge; lateral surface reticulate, with median 
sulcus; below dorsal margin there are three hollow spines, 
the anterior being the larger; two hollow spines lie above 
ventral margin, the posterior being the longest of all. 
Marginal area relatively narrow, wider in postero-ventral 
area. Hinge of left consists of terminal crenulate cusps 
with a narrow finely crenulate bar between.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.65 mm; height
0.29 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
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MONOCERATINA PEDATA (Marsson) 1880 
Plate IX, figure 4 
Monoceratina pedata Marsson 1880, p. 46, pi. 3, figs. 16a, 
b .
Cytheropteron pedatum Jones and Hinde 1890, p. 38, pi. 4, 
figs. 33-35.
Cytherura spooneri Israelsky 1929, p. 6, pi. 4A, fig. 7. 
Monoceratina pedata Alexander 1933, p. 203, pi. 27, fig.
15a, b.
Monoceratina pedata Alexander 1934, p. 60.
Monoceratina pedata Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Monoceratina pedata Bonnema 1941, p. 29, pi. 6, figs. 27-30.
Monoceratina pedata Bold 1946, p. 116, pi. 14, fig. 8.
Monoceratina pedata Schmidt 1948, p. 411, pi, 61, fig. 10, 
Monoceratina pedata Butler and Jones 1957, p. 24, pi. 4, 
fig. 3.
Monoceratina pedata Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 415, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a reticulate 
lateral surface with a single, long, pointed spine in 
postero-ventral area of each valve.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate, 
subrectangular, compressed at ends, inflated ventro-lateral- 
ly; anterior rounded, rimmed, denticulate; posterior rimmed,
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denticulate, slopes dorsally to short caudal process, dor­
sal margin straight, rimmed, denticulate, concave above 
prominent spine; ventral margin rimmed, denticulate, con­
cave in front of spine. Surface of carapace reticulate, 
prominent, pointed, hollow spine located behind middle; 
transverse sulcus tends to develop in front of spine. 
Marginal area relatively narrow, line of concrescence and 
inner margin coincide; muscle scars in slight depression 
anterior to hollow spine, consist of a diagonal row of four, 
lowest small ovate, upper three elongate ovate. Hinge of 
right with terminal depressed crenulate areas connected by 
a finely crenulate groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.75 mm; height
0 .34 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
MONOCERATINA FROTHROENSIS Butler and Jones 1957
Plate IX, figure 6 
Monoceratina prothroensis Butler and Jones 1957, p. 22, pi. 
4, figs. la-d.
Monoceratina prothroensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 417. 
fig.
yo
DIAGNOSIS-A species with a smooth lateral surface 
ornamented with longitudinal rows of short beadlike spines 
and a long,pointed, hollow spine behind middle.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate 
trigonal, compressed at anterior and posterior, inflated 
ventro-laterally with a well developed sulcus in middle; 
anterior rounded, rimmed, denticulate, posterior acutely 
angulate above middle, denticulate on lower half, drawn 
out in short caudal process; dorsal margin slightly concave 
above median sulcus, denticulate; ventral margin concave in 
middle, rimmed, denticulate; surface of carapace smooth 
except for longitudinal rows of short bead-like spines, one 
to two rows below dorsal margin crossing sulcus; below and 
in front of pointed, hollow, backwardly directed spine are 
three to four rows. Marginal area relatively narrow, line 
of concrescence and inner margin coincide; muscle scars 
obscured; hinge of right a long, narrow, crenulate bar 
slightly raised at both ends.




MONOCERATINA cf. M. UMBONATA (Williamson) 1848 
Plate IX, figure 5 
Cytherina umbonata Williamson 1843, p. 79, pi. 4, fig. 78. 
Cythere umbonata Jones 1849, p. 12, 36, pi. 2, figs. 3a-g. 
Cytheropteron umbonatum Jones 1870, p. 74, 76.
Cytheroptera umbonata Williamson 1872, p. 136.
?Cythere umbonata Marsson 1880, p. 45, pi. 3, figs. 15a-c. 
Cytheropteron umbonatum Jones and Hinde 1890, p. 40, pi. 1, 
figs. 21-26.
Not Cytheropteron umbonatum Egger 1900, p. 185, pi. 27, 
figs. 36, 37.
?Monoceratina umbonata Alexander 1934, p. 62, pi. 8, fig. 9.
Monoceratina umbonata Bonnema 1941, p. 29, pi. 6, figs. 54-
62.
?Monoceratina cf. umbonata Dupper 1952, p. 106, pi. 4, fig. 
41.
Monoceratina umbonata Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 424, figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a deeply 
punctate lateral surface and a median sulcus behind which is 
a large postero-ventrally directed blunt spine.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subrectangu- 
lar, inflated ventro-laterally; anterior obliquely rounded, 
posterior drawn out in short caudal process slightly below
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dorsum; dorsal outline straight; ventral outline sinuous, 
concave in front of middle. Surface of carapace covered 
with deep semipolygonal punctae; median sulcus divides 
carapace into two swollen areas; a large postero-ventrally 
directed spine is located behind median sulcus. Interior 
not observed.
DIMENSIONS.--Complete carapace: length 0.52 mm;
height 0.26 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
Subfamily BRACHYCYTHERINAE Puri 1953 
Genus BRACHYCYTHERE Alexander 1933 
BRACHYCYTHERE LEDAFORMA (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate IX, figure 9 
Cytheropteron ledaforma Israelsky 1929, p. 8, pi. 1A, figs. 
5-7.
Cythere acutocaudata Alexander 1929, p. 87, pi. 7, figs.
5-6.
Brachycythere ledaforma Alexander 1933, p. 206, pi. 25, fig.
9, pi. 27, fig. 20.
Brachycythere ledaforma Jennings 1936, p. 49, pi. 6, fig.15. 
Brachycythere ledaforma Calahan 1939, p. 41, pi. 3, fig. 2 
Brachycythere ledaformis Bold 1950, p. 108.
S3
Brachycythere ledaforma Skinner 1956, p. 187, pi. 2, fig. 
2a-d.
Brachycythere ledaforma Butler and Jones 1957, p. 26, pi.
3, fig. 3.
?Brachycythere ledaforma Brown 1957, p. 12, pi. 4, fig. 6. 
Brachycythere ledaforma Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 87, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by compressed 
anterior and posterior, strongly inflated median area, 
posterior acutely angulate at the venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view oblong ovate, 
highest behind eye spot, compressed at anterior and pos­
terior, strongly inflated ventro-laterally; anterior broad­
ly and obliquely rounded; posterior truncate, acutely 
angulate at venter; dorsal margin arched; ventral margin 
concave in front of middle, partially obscured by ventro­
lateral tumidity. Surface of swollen middle ornamented 
with punctae and low ridges. Flattened ventral surface 
bears several similar ridges parallel to margin. Marginal 
area moderately broad, radial pore canals numerous, 
straight; hinge hemiamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.68 mm; height
0.41 mm.
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STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
BRACHYCYTHERE RHOMB0IDALIS (Berry) 1925 
Plate IX, figure 8 
Cythere rhomboidalis Berry 1925, p. 418, figs. 1, 2.
Cythere rhomboidalis Alexander 1929, p. 86, pi. 7, figs.
1, 2.
Brachycythere rhomboidalis Alexander 1933, p. 206. 
Brachycythere jerseyensis Jennings 1936, p. 43, pi. 6, 
figs. 14a, b.
Brachycythere rhomboidalis Schmidt 1948, p. 414, pi. 62, 
figs. 8-10.
Brachycythere rhomboidalis Butler and Jones 1957, p. 28, 
pi. 3, figs. 2a, b.
Brachycythere rhomboidalis Brown 1957, p. 11, pi. 4, figs.
5, 8-10.
Brachycythere rhomboidalis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 90, 
figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a coarsely punctate lateral 
surface and a punctate peripheral keel along base of swollen 
venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subtriangular, 
compressed at both ends, swollen ventro-laterally, eyespot
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prominent, left valve largest, overlap greatest above and 
behind eyespot; anterior obliquely rounded, rimmed; pos­
terior rimmed,acutely rounded in left, angulate in right, 
upper portion of angulation concave; dorsal outline of 
left strongly arched, of right straight; ventral outline 
convex in middle due to ventral swelling. Lateral sur­
face coarsely punctate, with a punctate peripheral keel 
along base of swollen verter, Ventral surface with two 
longitudinal ribs between and parallel to keel and line of 
valve junction. Marginal area moderately broad, line of 
concrescence and inner margin coincide; hinge hemiamphi- 
dont with well developed accommodation groove in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.72 mm; height
0.49 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Marlbrook, Ozan Formations.
BRACHYCYTHERE OVATA (Berry) 1925 
Plate IX, figure 7 
Cythereis ovatus Berry 1925, p. 484, fig. 15.
Cytheropteron sp. A. Israelsky 1929, p. 7, pi. 1A, figs. 
la-c.
Cythere ovata Alexander 1929, p. 87, pi. 7, figs. 10, 13. 
Brachycythere ovata Scott 1934, p. 1153.
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Brachycythere ovata Jennings 1936, p. 48, 50, pi. 6, figs. 
16a-b.
?Brachycythere ovata Bold 1946, p. 108, pi. 13, figs. 9a-d. 
Brachycythere ovata Skinner 1956, p. 190, pi. 2, figs. 3a-c. 
Brachycythere ovata Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 89, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species which is strongly inflated and 
has only a slight tendency for a ventral keel.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate ovate, 
compressed at anterior and posterior, strongly inflated 
ventro-laterally. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed; pos­
terior rimmed, acutely rounded in left, angulate in right, 
upper portion of angulation concave; dorsal margin arched, 
highest behind eyespot; ventral margin convex, rimmed.
Lateral surface with randomly distributed fine punctae; 
slight tendency for keel to develop at base of swollen venter 
in right valve; in left venter strongly convex. Marginal 
area broad, radial pore canals numerous, straight, muscle 
scars consist of a vertical row of five, of which the two 
beloxtf the uppermost scar are paired; a heart or V shaped scar 
in front; hinge hemiamphidont with acconmodation groove in 
left valve.,
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 1.14 mm; height 
0.65 mm.
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STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Annona, Marlbrook Formations.
BRACHYCYTHERE SPHENOIDES (Reuss) 1854 
Plate IX, figure 11 
Cythere sphenoides Reuss 1854, p. 141, pi. 27, figs. 2a-c. 
Cytheropteron sphenoides Jones and Hinde 1889, p. 33, pi. 1, 
figs. 18-20.
Cytheropteron sp. B. Israelsky 1929, p. 8, pi. 1A, figs.
2a-c.
Cythere sphenoides Alexander 1929, p. 81, pi. 7, figs, 9,14. 
Brachycythere sphenoides Alexander 1933, p. 205, pi. 25,
figs. 3a-c; pi. 26, figs. 7a, b; pi. 27, fig. 19.
Brachycythere sphenoides Loetterle 1937, p. 53, pi. 9, fig. 
la, b.
Brachycythere sphenoidea Calahan 1939, p. 41, pi. 3, figs.
5a-c.
Brachycythere sphenoides Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Brachycythere sphenoides Swain 1952, p. 80, pi. 8, figs.
42, 43.
Brachycythere sphenoides Butler and Jones 1957, p. 27, pi.
3, fig. 1.
?Brachycythere sphenoides Brown 1957, p. 11, pi. 4, fig. 16. 
Brachycythere sphenoides Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 91, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a strongly arched dorsal 
outline in left valve and a well developed keel at the base 
of the swollen venter on both valves.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subovate, 
highest behind eyespot, compressed at anterior and pos­
terior, inflated ventro-laterally, anterior broadly rounded 
posterior subangulate; dorsal outline strongly arched in 
left, arched in right; ventral outline convex in center due 
to ventro-lateral tumidity. Lateral surface smooth, finely 
punctate; well developed keel at base of swollen venter on 
both valves; a slight depression above the anterior extrem­
ity of this keel. Marginal area broad, radial pore canals 
numerous, straight, some cross; hinge hemiamphidont with 
accommodation groove in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve; length 0.98 mm; height 
0.62 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 1 
Plate X, figures la,b,c
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with compressed anterior and 
posterior, strongly inflated median portion of carapace and 
a well developed keel or ventral ridge on right valve.
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DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view oblong ovate, 
highest behind eyespot; left valve larger, greatest overlap 
behind eyespot; anterior and posterior compressed, strongly 
inflated medially. Anterior broadly and obliquely rounded; 
posterior truncate, acutely angulate at the venter; dorsal 
margin arched, more so in left than in right; ventral 
margin convex, obscured by ventro-lateral swelling. Sur­
face of swollen portion of carapace ornamented with punctae 
and low transverse ridges; inflated median portion set off 
anteriorly by narrow sulcus which curves upward behind eye­
spot. On right valve only, ventro-lateral swelling bears 
a thick peripheral keel or ridge at base. In ventral view 
keel on right valve very prominent; flattened ventral sur­
face bears several low ridges parallel to margin. Marginal 
area broad, line of concrescence and inner margin coincide, 
radial pore canals straight, numerous; hinge hemiamphidont 
with accommodation groove in left valve.
DIMENSIONS,--Holotype (complete carapace): length
Left valve: length 0.72 mm; height 0.42 mm; right valve:
length 0.73 mm; height 0.39 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJG Locality 31, Sample 1.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species resembles B. ledaforma
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(Israelsky) in all aspects except for the well developed 
keel or ridge on the right valve. The dissimilarity of the 
valves, particularly in ventral view, is distinctive for 
this species.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 2.
Plate X, figures 2a,b 
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with very compressed anterior 
and posterior ends separated from smooth, strongly inflated 
median portion of carapace by an incised groove.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subovate, 
anterior and posterior compressed, central portion of cara­
pace strongly inflated. Anterior broadly and obliquely 
rounded; posterior acutely rounded in left, angulate above 
middle in right; dorsal margin arched in left, straight in 
right; ventral margin convex, converges dorsally to the 
posterior. Lateral surface smooth, finely punctate; at 
anterior contact of swollen portion and compressed anterior 
there is a narrow sulcus which curves upward to a deeper pit 
behind eyespot. Marginal area broad, line of concrescence 
and inner margin coincide, radial pore canals numerous, 
straight; muscle scars obscured; hinge of right consists 
of smooth anterior tooth, postadjacent socket, connecting
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groove, elongate crenulate posterior tooth; hinge of left 
complimentary with a well developed accommodation groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (left valve): length 0.75
mm; height 0.50 mm. Right valve: length 0.75 mm; height
0.45 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 45, Sample 3.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species resembles B. ovata (Berry) 
but differs in size, more ovate shape, strongly compressed 
anterior and posterior, and smooth strongly inflated central 
area in both valves.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 3 
Plate IX,figures 12a,b
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a strongly 
inflated, subalate ventro-lateral surface with a well 
developed marginal rim on anterior edge of swollen portion.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace, in lateral view sub-ovate to 
sub-trigonal, left valve larger, greatest overlap behind 
eye spot. Anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, denticu­
late; posterior narrow, more acutely rounded, denticulate 
below middle; dorsal margin arched, sloping to the posterior; 
ventral margin convex, partially obscured by tip of ala.
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In dorsal view saggitate, posterior terminations of alae 
almost a right angle with length of carapace. Lateral sur­
face smooth, finely punctate; strongly inflated, with a 
row of pits on the dorsal side of the alae; anterior edge 
of swollen portion bears a well developed alate ridge.
Eye spot located on a broad low ridge behind which is a 
short transverse pit or sulcus. Marginal area moderately 
broad, line of concrescence coincides with inner margin, 
radial pore canals numerous, straight; muscle scars ob­
scured; hinge hemiamphidont with well developed accommoda­
tion groove in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (left valve): length 0.88 mm;
height 0.49 mm. Complete carapace: length 0.78 mm; width
0 .52 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 31, Sample 1.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species is easily distinguishable from 
B. sphenoides because of its strongly inflated lateral sur­
face and its strongly saggitate appearance in dorsal view.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 4 
Plate IX, figures 10a,b
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a coarsely punctate lateral
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surface with a deep longitudinal groove above the swollen 
venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-ovate to 
sub-trigonal; left valve larger, greatest overlap behind 
eye spot; anterior and posterior compressed; inflated 
ventro-laterally. Anterior obliquely rounded, denticulate 
on lower half in well preserved specimens; posterior acute­
ly rounded in left, angulate at middle in right, denticu­
late below angulation; dorsal outline of left strongly 
arched, slopes ventrally to the posterior; of right, arched; 
ventral outline convex. Lateral surface coarsely punctate 
with a deep longitudinal groove below which there is a 
tendency for a keel or ridge to form. Anterior end of 
swollen area set off by a transverse groove or sulcus which 
curves upward toward eye spot, terminating in a deep pit 
behind eye spot. Marginal area broad, line of concrescence 
coincides with inner margin, radial pore canals numerous, 
straight, more widely spaced in upper half of anterior than 
in lower; muscle scars obscure; hinge hemiamphidont with a 
well developed accommodation groove in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (right valve): length 0.75 mm;
height 0.45 mm. Left valve: length 0.73 mm; height 0.41 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJG Locality 1, Sample 1.
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TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species is quite distinctive because 
of its coarsely pitted surface and deep longitudinal groove. 
It may be distinguished from _B. rhomboidalis (Berry) 1925, 
by the size of the longitudinal groove and the lack of a 
well developed keel or ridge below groove.
Genus ALATACYTHERE Murray and Hussey 1942 
ALATACYTHERE PONDEROSANA (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate X, figures 3a,b,c,
Cytheropteron ponderosana Israelsky 1929, p. 9, pi. 2A, 
figs. la-c.
Cythereis thomasi Israelsky, nom. nov. in Alexander, 1933, 
p. 211, pi. 25, figs. 16a, b.
Cythereis thomasi Calahan 1939, p. 41, pi. 3, fig. 3. 
Cythereis thomasi Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Pterygocythereis thomasi Hill 1954, p. 816, pi. 98, figs.
5a-c,, pi. 99, figs. 2a-c.
Alatacythere ponderosana Butler and Jones 1957, p. 29, pi.
2, figs. 4a-c.
Alatacythere ponderosana Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 42, 
figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a subrectangular lateral
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outline and well developed ventro-lateral ala.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view subrectangu- 
lar, highest at eye spot; anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate on lower two-thirds; posterior rimmed, denticu­
late below middle, rounded in left, angulate above middle 
in right; dorsal margin straight, partially obscured by 
short frill-like projection at posterior end of hinge line; 
ventral margin straight, converges dorsally to the posterior. 
Lateral surface slightly inflated ventro-laterally with well 
developed ala, in dorsal view posterior edge of ala makes a 
right angle with length of carapace; postero-ventral sur­
face of ala with a moderately broad blade-like process and 
a tendency for a rounded spine-like projection above.
Marginal area relatively narrow, line of concrescence and 
inner margin coincide, radial pore canals few, straight; 
hinge hemiamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.82 mm; height
0.45 mm. Right valve: length 0.78 mm; height 0.42 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
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Genus PTERYGOCYTHERE Hill 1954 
PTERYGOCYTHERE SARATOGANA (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate X, figure 6 
Cytheropteron saratogana Israelsky 1929, p. 10, pi. 2A, 
figs. 4a-e.
Cythere cornuta gulfensis Alexander 1929, p. 85, pi. 8, 
figs. 1, 2, 6.
Brachycythere alata Alexander 1933, p. 207, pi. 25, figs.
15a, b; pi. 27, fig. 18.
Brachycythere alata Jennings 1936, p. 46, pi. 6, figs. 
lla-b.
Pterygocythere gulfensis Hill 1954, p. 822, pi. 98, figs.
8a, b; pi. 100, figs. 6a-c.
Pterygocythere saratogana Butler and Jones 1957, p. 32, 
pi. 2, figs, 2a, b.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a sub-rectangular shape 
and large ventro-lateral ala which terminate in a posterior­
ly curved spine.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar; anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, denticu­
late; posterior more acutely rounded, rimmed, denticulate 
on lower one-half; dorsal outline arched, rimmed; ventral 
outline convex. Ventro-lateral ala large, with thickened
rim on anterior edge above which is a row of pits; postero- 
ventral surface of ala bears a blade like frill above which 
is a blunt rounded spine; ala terminated in a posteriorly 
curved spine. Marginal area moderately broad, line of con­
crescence coincides with inner margin, radial pore canals 
numerous, arranged in groups of three; muscle scars con­
sist of a vertical row of four with a heart shaped scar in 
front; hinge hemiamphidont with strong accommodation groove 
in left valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.88 mm; height
0.52 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL-Marlbrook, Ozan Formations.
PTERYGOCYTHERE N. SP.
Plate X, figures 4a,b,c
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its ovate- 
trigonal shape in lateral view and low, thickened dorsal 
ridge.
DESCRIPTIONS.--Carapace in lateral view ovate-tri­
gonal; anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; pos­
terior rimmed, denticulate, acutely rounded in left, sub- 
angulat.e in right, portion of angulation above middle concave 
dorsal outline arched; ventral margin rimmed, convex.
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Carapace slightly inflated with large ventro-lateral ala; 
ala bears a thick anterior marginal rim above which there 
is a row of pits; postero-ventral surface of ala with a 
blade-like process above which is a single thick rounded 
spine. Below and parallel to dorsal outline lies a low 
thickened ridge which curves downward at both ends. In 
dorsal view posterior edge of ala makes a right angle with 
length of carapace. Marginal area moderately broad, line 
of concrescence and inner margin coincide, radial pore 
canals straight, some intersecting; muscle scars obscure; 
hinge hemiamphidont, with long, shallow accommodation 
groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (left valve): length 0.82 mm;
height 0.44 mm. Right valve: length 0*78 mm; height 0.42
mm. Complete carapace: length 0.85 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 34, Sample 6.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
RMARKSo--This species may be distinguished from P. 
saratogana by its lateral outline, size, and low, thickened 
dorsal ridge. The ala of this species does not curve pos­
teriorly as does that of P. saratogana.
Subfamily LOXOCONCHINAE Sars 1925 
Genus LOXOCONCHA (Sars) 1866 
LOXOCONCHA FLETCHERI (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate XI, figure 4 
Loxoconcha fletcheri Israelsky 1929, p. 11, pi. 2A, fig. 2 
Not Loxoconcha fletcheri Alexander 1936, p. 693, pi. 93, 
fig. 8.
Loxoconcha fletcheri Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 384, 385; 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with sub-quadrate shape, reticu­
late lateral surface and obtusely angulate posterior.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elon­
gate. Carapace in lateral view sub-quadrate; anterior 
rimmed, obliquely rounded; posterior rimmed, obtusely angu­
late above middle; dorsal margin straight; ventral margin 
rimmed, slightly concave in middle, partially obscured by 
ventral tumidity. Surface of carapace reticulate, longitu­
dinal ridges more•prominent, tend to parallel margins. 
Marginal area relatively narrow, line of concrescence and 
inner margin coincide, radial pore canals few, widely 
spaced; muscie scars not observed; hinge gongylodont.
DIMENSIONS.— Male right valve': length 0.43 mm;
height 0.24 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
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Subfamily TRACHYLEBERINAE Sylvester-Bradley 1948 
Genus AMPHICYTHERURA Butler and Jones 1957 
AMPH1CYTHERURA DUBIA (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate X, figure 5 
Cytherura ? dubia Israelsky 1929, p. 6, pi. 4A, fig. 6. 
Eucytherura chelodon Alexander 1936, p. 692, pi. 93, figs.
6, 12.
Eucytherura chelodon Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Amphicytherura dubia Butler and Jones 1957, p. 42, pi. 5, 
figs. la-d.
Amphicytherura dubia Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 47, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A small species with sub-rhomboidal 
shape and three distinct thick ridges on the lateral surface.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males longer, 
more compact than females; carapace in lateral view sub- 
rhomboidal; anterior broadly rounded, rimmed; posterior 
angulate above middle at short caudal process; dorsal out­
line straight; ventral outline convex, delineated by narrow 
shelf-like process. Lateral surface ornamented with three 
prominent nodose ridges; median ridge diagonal; dorsal and 
ventral ridges parallel margins; ventral ridge with groove 
separating it from shelf-like process below it. Marginal 
area broad, line of concrescence departs inner margin at
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anterior, radial pore canals numerous, straight; hinge 
amphidont, in right consists of steped anterior tooth, 
subovate post-adjacent socket open to interior, finely 
crenulate connecting groove and elongate crenulate pos­
terior tooth.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.46 mm; 
height 0.26 mm
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
Genus CYTHEREIS Jones 1849 
CYTHEREIS BICORNIS Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figures 3a,b 
Cythereis bicornis Israelsky 1929, p. 19, pi. 4A, figs. 
lOa-c.
Cythereis bicornis Alexander 1929, p. 100, pi. 8, figs.
4, 5.
?Cythereis niobrarensis Morrow 1934,' p. 203, pi, 31, figs. 
6, lOa-c.
Cythereis bicornis Israelsky 1935, p. 489, pi. 4A, figs. 
lOa-c.
?Cythereis niobrarensis Loetterle 1937, p. 54, pi. 9, figs. 
2A, b.
Cythereis bicornis Alexander 1939, p. 66.
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Cythereis cf. C. bicornis Swain 1948, p. 200, pi. 13, 
figs. 15, 16.
Cythereis bicornis Swain 1952, p. 83, pi. 9, fig. 31. 
Cythereis bicornis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 183, 184; 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a well developed spine at 
the posterior termination of the ventral ridge.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elong­
ate than females. Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangular, 
compressed at anterior and posterior, inflated postero- 
ventrally. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior acutely angulate at middle, rimmed, denticulate 
below angulation; dorsal margin straight, partially ob­
scured by dorsal ridge; ventral margin straight. Lateral 
surface ornamented with three longitudinal ridges between 
which there are several cross ribs; dorsal ridge short, 
arched; median ridge turns down at prominent muscle node, 
low transverse rib connects muscle node and eye spot; 
ventral ridge a continuation of anterior marginal rim, 
terminated in prominent backwardly directed spine. Marginal 
area moderately broad, radial pore canals numerous, those 
at anterior bifurcate, hinge amphidont with smooth terminal 
elements.
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DIMENSIONS,--Male left valve: length 0.65 mm; 
height 0.32 mm. Female right valve: length 0.63 mm; 
height 0,32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
CYTHEREIS CAUDATA Butler and Jones 1957 
Plate XI, figure 2 
Cythereis caudata Butler and Jones 1957, p. 34, pi. 4, 
fig. 8.
Cythereis caudata Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 188, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with laterally compressed 
carapace, prominent thickened dorsal and ventral ridges 
and a finely punctate lateral surface.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, laterally compressed; anterior obliquely rounded, 
rimmed; posterior rimmed, acutely angulate below middle, 
with two or three short blunt spines on lower half of 
angulation; dorsal and ventral outlines straight. Lateral 
surface of carapace finely punctate, with irregularly spaced 
small pustules; rounded distinct muscle swelling has 2-3 
small irregular ridges extending from it; thick nodose dor­
sal and ventral ridges turn abruptly toward middle at their 
posterior extremities; anterior bears thin keel-like ridge
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on margin, Marginal area broad at anterior, line of con­
crescence coincides with inner margin, radial pore canals 
numerous, straight; hinge hemiamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Male left valve: length 0.49 mm;
height 0.26 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
CYTHEREIS COMMUNIS Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figure 11 
Cythereis communis Israelsky 1929, p. 14, pi. 3A, figs. 
9-13.
Cythereis communis Alexander 1929, p. 101, pi. 9, fig. 18. 
Cythereis communis Scott 1934, p. 1153.
Cythereis communis Jennings 1936, p. 52, pi. 7, fig. 3. 
Cythereis communis Schmidt 1948, p. 419, pi. 61, figs. 
11-13.
Cythereis (Pterygocythere is) cf. C. (P.) communis Swain 
1948, p. 207, pi. 14, figs. 5-7.
Cythereis communis Skinner 1956, p. 196, pi. 3, figs. 7a-c. 
Cythereis communis Butler and Jones 1957, p. 35, pi. 3, 
fig. 6.
Trachyleberis communis Brown 1957, p. 14, pi. 4, figs. 10,
.
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Cythereis communis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 189, fig.
DIAGNOSIS-A species with sub-rectangular outline, 
three thick nodose lateral ridges and distinctly flattened 
dorsum and venter.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, highest at hinge ear above eye spot; anterior compress­
ed, rimmed, denticulate; posterior compressed, rimmed, ob­
liquely rounded on left, broadly angulate below middle on 
right, denticulate below angulation; dorsal outline ir­
regular due to nodose dorsal ridge; ventral outline straight. 
Lateral surface ornamented with three thickened nodose 
ridges; dorsal ridge turns sharply downward at posterior; 
median ridge extends posteriorly from muscle swelling; 
ventral ridge tends to be alate, turns up at posterior 
termination. Dorsum and venter distinctly flattened, line 
of valve junction invaginated. Marginal area broad, line 
of concrescence departs inner margin at anterior and pos­
terior, radial pore canals straight, numerous; hinge holo- 
amphidont with sockets of left open to interior.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.72 mm; height
0.36 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
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CYTHEREIS COSTATANA Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figure 9
Cythereis costatana Israelsky 1929, p. 16, pi. 3A, figs.
16a-c.
Cythereis costatana Butler and Jones 1957, p. 36, pi. 3, 
fig. 5.
Cythereis costatana Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 191, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with coarsely reticulate anter­
ior lateral surface and thickened dorsal and ventral ridges.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, laterally compressed, highest at hinge ear above eye 
spot. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate on 
lower one-half; posterior compressed, rimmed, angulate at 
middle, denticulate on lower half of angulation; dorsal out­
line straight; ventral outline concave in front of middle, 
converges dorsally to the posterior. Lateral surface com­
pressed, coarsely reticulate in front of large indefinite 
muscle swelling, coarsely punctate behind; dorsal and ventral 
ridges thickened, ventral ridge turns up at its termination. 
Marginal area broad, line of concrescence departs inner 
margin at anterior and posterior, hinge amphidont, with lo- 
bate posterior tooth in right valve.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.75 mm; height
0.37 mm.
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STRATIGKAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
CYTHEREIS DALLASENSIS Alexander 1929 
Plate XI, figure 5 
Cythereis dallasensis Alexander 1929, p. 99, pi. 8, figs.
8, 9.
Cythereis ornatissima Alexander 1933, p. 210, pi. 25, fig.
18; pi, 26, figs. 11a, b; pi. 27, figs. 16a, b. 
Cythereis ornatissima Calahan 1939, p. 41, pi. 3, figs. 9,
10.
Cythereis dallasensis Hox̂ e and Laurencich 1958, p. 192, figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a reticulate, spinose 
lateral surface and three longitudinal ridges formed by 
coalescing spines.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, left valve larger, overlap greatest at hinge ear. 
Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; posterior 
compressed, rimmed, angulate above middle, denticulate on 
lower half of angulation; dorsal outline straight, denticu­
late; ventral outline concave behind middle, denticulate, 
converges dorsally to posterior. Lateral surface reticulate 
with tendency for spines to form at intersections of reticu­
lations; dorsal, ventral and median ridges formed by rows of
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coalescing hollow spines; dorsal and ventral rows terminate 
in large hollow spines, median row does not connect with 
prominent spinose muscle node. Marginal area relatively 
broad, line of concrescence and inner margin coincide, 
radial pore canals numerous, straight; hinge hemiamphidont 
with sockets of left open to interior.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.85 mm; height
0.45 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
CYTHEREIS FILICOSTA (Marsson) 1880 
Plate XI, figure 10 
Cythere filicosta Marsson 1880, p. 43, pi. 3, figs. 12a, b. 
Cythereis filicosta Bonnema 1940-41, p. 132, pi. 4, figs.
48-53; ?pl. 7, figs. 53-58.
Cythereis cf. C. filicosta Butler and Jones 1957, p. 37, pi.
5, figs. 2a-e.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with two thin, frill-like dor­
sal ridges.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-quadrate; 
anterior broadly rounded, with two thin, frill-like marginal 
ridges; posterior obtusely angulate, rimmed, with five or six 
blunt rounded spines; dorsal margin straight; ventral margin
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concave at middle. Lateral surface smooth except for 
longitudinal ridges; median ridge terminally downturned, 
extends backward from low indistinct muscle swelling; dor­
sal ridges consist of three or four thin, frill-like separate 
but parallel ridges; ventral ridge extends from point ahead 
of and below muscle node to postero-ventral angle where it 
turns sharply upward. Marginal area broad, line of con­
crescence departs inner margin at anterior and posterior; 
hinge of right consists of anterior tooth, postadjacent 
socket, smooth connecting groove, elongate posterior tooth 
set at angle to groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.55 mm; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Annona, Marlbrook Formations.
CYTHEREIS ? HANNAI Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figure 12 
Cythereis hannai Israelsky 1929, p. 16, pi. 4A, figs. la-c. 
Cythereis hannai Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Cythereis hannai Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 200, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a reticulate 
lateral surface, slight ventro-lateral inflation and lack of 
a well developed ventral ridge.
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DESCRIPTION-Sexually dimorphous, males more elong­
ate. Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangular, highest 
above prominent eye spot; anterior obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior rimmed, acutely angulate below 
middle, denticulate below angulation; dorsal outline 
straight; ventral outline concave in front of middle, den­
ticulate. Lateral surface reticulate, including small 
prominent muscle node; irregular dorsal ridge turns sharply 
downward at its posterior termination; inflated ventro­
lateral area rises to a point or node below posterior 
termination of dorsal ridge. Marginal area moderately 
broad, radial pore canals straight, numerous; muscle scars 
confined to small deep pit, obscure; hinge amphidont, in 
right consists of anterior tooth, postadjacent socket, 
connecting groove and lobate posterior tooth.
DIMENSIONS. Female left valve: length 0.59 mm;
height 0.31 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
CYTHEREIS PARAUSTINENSIS Swain 1948 
Plate XI, figures la,b 
Cythereis paraustinensis Swain 1948, p. 199, pi. 13, fig. 9 
(= pi. 14, fig. 9).
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Cythereis paraustinensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 222, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a coarsely reticulate 
surface and a diagonal median ridge.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, highest above eye spot; anterior broadly rounded, 
rimmed; posterior broadly angulate at middle, rimmed, 
ventral half of angulation bears five or six stubby spines; 
dorsal outline straight; ventral outline slightly convex. 
Lateral surface reticulate, reticulations extend on to dor­
sum and venter; muscle node fused, not reticulate, laterally 
elongate; dorsal ridge straight, median ridge diagonal, 
extends backward from muscle node; ventral ridge most pro­
nounced of the three. Marginal area broad, line of con­
crescence departs inner margin at anterior and posterior, 
radial pore canals straight, numerous, sometimes paired;, 
muscle scars obscure, consist of a vertical row of four on 
posterior lip of muscle depression; hinge amphidont, in 
right consists of anterior spike-like tooth, postadjacent 
socket, narrow smooth groove, blunt posterior tooth set at 
angle to groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.59 mm; height 0.36
mm; right valve: length 0.55 mm; height 0.32 mm.
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STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona Formations.
REMARKS.--This is the first report of this species 
from the Gulf Coastal Plain.
CYTHEREIS ? PLUMMERI Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figures 3a,b 
Cythereis plummeri Israelsky 1929, p. 18, pi. 4A, figs.
2, 3.
Cythereis plummeri Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Cythereis plummeri Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 224, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by its coarsely 
reticulate lateral surface with frill-like ridges formed 
along reticulations.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, left valve larger than right, overlap greatest at hinge 
ear above prominent eye spot. Anterior broadly and evenly 
rounded, with thin dentate marginal rim, posterior to this 
is a second spinose ridge which starts at eye spot and is 
continuous around anterior and venter to compressed pos­
terior portion of carapace; posterior more narrowly rounded 
than anterior, rimmed, denticulate; dorsal outline irre­
gular, slightly concave, margin obscured by frill-like 
dorsal ridge; ventral outline convex, irregular due to
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several sinuous ridges on flattened venter. Lateral sur­
face coarsely reticulate with spines and frill-like ridges 
forming along reticulations; muscle swelling small, spinose; 
median ridge starts just behind but separated from muscle 
node by sub-circular depression; dorsal, median, and ventral 
ridges formed by coalescing spines and frills. Marginal 
area broad, line of concrescence coincides with inner 
margin, radial pore canals few, straight; muscle scars a 
vertical row of four on posterior lip of muscle pit with a 
heart shaped scar within pit; hinge amphidont, in right 
consists of triangular anterior tooth, post adjacent 
socket, narrow smooth groove, large smooth posterior tooth; 
in left sockets open to interior.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0,88 mm; height 0.49 
mm. Right valve: length 0.82 mm; height 0.44 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--Because of the location of the muscle 
scars and the rounded posterior this species does not fit 
the typical Cythereis.
CYTHEREIS ? SPOORI Israelsky 1929 
Plate XI, figure 7 
Cythereis spoori Israelsky 1929, p. 17, pi. 4A, figs. 4, 5.
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Cythereis spoori Israelsky 1935, p. 487, pi. 4A, figs. 4,5. 
Cythereis spoori Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Cythereis ? spoori Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 235, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with strongly reticulate 
lateral surface and a diagonal ventral ridge.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, female shorter, 
more inflated postero-ventrally. Carapace in lateral view 
oblong, sub-ovate; left valve overlaps right at hinge ear 
above prominent eye spot. Anterior broadly and evenly 
rounded, rimmed, denticulate; posterior roundly angulate at 
middle, rimmed, denticulate; dorsal outline arched, nearly 
straight in males; ventral margin convex, rimmed. Lateral 
surface strongly reticulate; ornamented with three longitu­
dinal ridges; dorsal rib straight; median ridge connected to 
elongate muscle swelling but there is a depression between 
them; ventral ridge converges toward the middle to the 
posterior. Marginal area moderately broad, line of con­
crescence coincides with inner margin, radial pore canals 
straight, numerous; hinge amphidont with bifid posterior 
tooth in right valve.




REMARKS.--This species lacks the flattened dorsum 
and venter of the typical Cythereis.
CYTHEREIS PIDGEONI (Berry) 1925 
Plate XI, figure 6 
Cytheridea pidgeoni Berry 1925, p. 485, figs. 7,8.
Cythere huntensis Alexander 1929, p. 88, pi. 6, fig. 12. 
Cythereis huntensis Alexander 1934, p. 236.
Cythereis huntensis Jennings 1936, p. 53, pi. 7, fig. 5. 
Cytheridea ? pidgeoni Triebel 1941, p. 341, pi. 10, fig.
113.
Cythereis pidgeoni Schmidt 1948, p. 421, pi. 62, figs. 2-6. 
"Archicythereis11 cf. Cythereis pidgeoni Schmidt 1948, p. 417, 
pi. 62, fig. 1.
Not Cythereis huntensis Skinner 1956, p. 194, pi, 3, fig.
32d.
Cythereis huntensis Butler and Jones 1957, p. 39, pi. 4, 
fig. 10.
Trachyleberis pidgeoni Brown 1957, p. 14, pi. 7, figs. 26,
27.
Cythereis huntensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 204, fig. 
Cythereis pidgeoni Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 223, figs.
DIAGNOSIS,— A species characterized by four lateral
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ribs, the upper of the two median ribs bifurcating in 
front of muscle node.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elong­
ate, blunter posteriorly than females. Carapace in lateral 
view sub-quadrate; anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, 
rimmed; posterior sub-acutely angulate above middle on 
males, more acute on females, dorsal outline arched; ventral 
outline convex. Anterior with frill-like marginal ridge 
which bifurcates in front of eye spot, one branch extend­
ing around and terminating behind eye spot the other passing 
through eye spot and continuing as dorsal rib; upper of two 
median ridges bifurcates in front of small distinct muscle 
node with one branch terminating below eye spot, the other 
in antero-ventral area. Anterior frill continues on ventral 
portion of carapace as lower of two median ribs. Fourth 
rib parallels ventral margin, shorter in females than in 
males. Marginal area very broad at anterior, line of con­
crescence departs inner margin, radial pore canals numerous, 
straight; hinge amphidont with crenulate posterior tooth.
DIMENSIONS.--Male left valve: length 0.65 mm; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--MarIbrook Formation.
REMARKS.--Sexual dimorphism is quite marked in this
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species. Based on their descriptions and illustrations, 
Berry described the male and Alexander the female of this 
species.
CYTHEREIS VERRICULA Butler and Jones 1957 
Plate XII, figures 4a,b 
Cythereis verricula Butler and Jones 1957, p. 40, pi. 5, 
figs. 6a-c.
Cythereis verricula Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 241, 242; 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with strongly reticulate sur­
face and arched dorsal ridge.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males longer, 
more compact than females; carapace in lateral view sub- 
rectangular, highest at hinge ear above eye spot. Anterior 
broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior of left concave above middle, of right obtusely 
angulate, rimmed, denticulate; dorsal margin straight, 
partially obscured by arched dorsal ridge; ventral margin 
converges dorsally to the posterior. Lateral surface 
strongly reticulate, muscle node rounded, prominent; dor­
sal rib strongly arched, sharply down turned at posterior, 
separated from eye spot by prominent sulcus; ventral ridge
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straight, upturned at posterior. Marginal area broad, line 
of concrescence departs inner margin at anterior, radial pore 
canals straight, numerous; muscle scars confined to muscle 
pit, consist of a vertical row of four with two in front, 
the upper oval in shape, the lower heart shaped; hinge 
amphidont with crenulate posterior tooth.
DIMENSIONS.--Male left valve: length 0.67 mm; height
0.39 mm. Female right valve: length 0.67 mm; height
0.39 mm. Female right valve: length 0.62 mm; height 0.36
m m .
OCCURRENCE.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
CYTHEREIS N.. SP. 1 
Plate XII, figures 3a,b,c
DIAGNOSIS♦--A species with a ventral ridge which 
recurves along venter in the right valve and a median 
ridge which joins the dorsal ridge at its posterior 
termination.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace compressed, in lateral view 
oblong to sub-trigonal; left valve larger, greatest overlap 
at anterior hinge ear and along upper half of posterior 
angulation. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior acutely angulate at middle, rimmed, denticulate. 
Lateral surface reticulate, ornamented with three
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longitudinal ridges; dorsal ridge straight, sharply down- 
turned at posterior; median ridge oblique, extending from 
posterior of prominent muscle node to connect with down- 
turned termination of dorsal ridge; ventral ridge straight, 
in right valve recurves at posterior and extends along 
flattened venter parallel to margin, in left does not con­
nect with ridge on venter. Marginal area broad at anterior 
and posterior; line of concrescence coincides with inner 
margin, radial pore canals numerous, straight; muscle scars 
obscured; hinge of right consists of smooth anterior tooth, 
postadjacent socket, smooth connecting groove, weakly 
bilobate posterior tooth; hinge of left complimentary.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (male left valve): length
0.63 mm; height 0.32 mm. Female right valve: length
0,59 mm; height 0.29 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY--RJC Locality 35, Sample 7.
TYPE LEVEL.--Annona Formation.
REMARKS.--This species is easily distinguished from 
C. cauda ta Butler and Jones 1957 and Cl. austinensis Alex­
ander 1929 by its reticulate lateral surface, median ridge 
which connects with down turned termination of dorsal 
ridge, and by its recurved ventral ridge.
CYTHEREIS ? N. SP. 2 
Plate XII, figures la,b
DIAGNOSIS.-~A species with a short median ridge which 
is separated from the muscle swelling by a sulcus.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elong­
ate, less inflated than females. Carapace in lateral view 
sub-rectangular; anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticu­
late; posterior acutely rounded in left, sub angulate at 
middle in right, rimmed, denticulate below middle; dorsal 
margin straight, partially obscured by dorsal ridge, low 
hinge ears at both ends of hinge in left valve; ventral 
margin straight, rimmed. Lateral surface with three low, 
rounded, longitudinal ridges; dorsal ridge nodose; median 
ridge short, connects with elongate muscle node but there 
is a distinct depression or sulcus between them; ventral 
ridge straight, converges dorsally to the posterior.
Marginal area broad at anterior and posterior, line of con­
crescence and inner margin coincide, radial pore canals 
numerous, straight; hinge amphidont, in right consists of 
strong anterior tooth, postadjacent socket, narrow connect­
ing groove, bifid posterior tooth set at an angle to the 
groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.62 mm;
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height 0.39 ram. Holotype (male right valve): length 0.57
m m; he ight 0.31 mm .
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 31, Sample 1.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation
REMARKS.--This species resembles Ĉ. semiplicata 
(Reuss) of Alexander 1929. It may be distinguished from 
that species by the fact that there is a distinct depres­
sion between the short median ridge and the muscle swell­
ing. Since Cythereis ? n. sp. 2 lacks the flattened dorsum 
and venter of the true Cythereis, its generic placement is 
doubtful.
CYTHEREIS ? N. SP. 3 
Plate XII, figure 2
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a bluntly rounded pos­
terior and a recurved ventral ridge on both valves.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more compact than males. Carapace in lateral view oblong; 
anterior compressed, broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior compressed, bluntly rounded, rimmed, denticulate 
below middle; dorsal margin straight, partially obscured by 
dorsal ridge; ventral margin convex, rimmed, obscured by 
ridge on flattened venter. Lateral surface ornamented with 
three frill-like longitudinal ridges with low cross ribs
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between; dorsal ridge straight; median ridge oblique, one 
cross rib extends from above the anterior end of this ridge 
to eye spot; ventral ridge starts behind anterior rim, con­
tinues back where it forms a low spine then recurves along 
venter and 2/3 the length of carapace terminates behind 
lower end of anterior marginal rim. Marginal area narrow, 
line of concrescence coincides with inner margin, radial 
pore canals numerous, straight, muscle scars in pit, con­
sist of a vertical row of four with a heart shaped scar 
in front. Hinge amphidont, in right consists of triangular 
anterior tooth, postadjacent socket, shallow connecting 
groove, faintly bilobate posterior tooth.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (male left valve): length
0.59 mm; he ight 0.29 m m .
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 46, Sample 4.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS,--This species differs from Veenia gapensis 
(Alexander) in shape and in the possession of a recurved 
ventral ridge. It may be distinguished from Cythereis 
pidgeoni (Berry) by its bluntly rounded posterior and its 
recurved ventral ridge. This species is based on 15 speci­
mens . The lack of a flattened dorsum and venter makes the 
generic placement of this species doubtful.
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CYTHEREIS N. SP. 4 
Plate XII, figures 6a,b
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a quadrate outline and 
three thickened longitudinal ribs.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view sub-quadrate, 
highest at prominent eye spot, compressed at anterior and 
posterior. Anterior broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior rimmed, subangulate above middle, 
upper half of angulation concave, lower half denticulate. 
Dorsal outline strongly concave behind eye spot; ventral 
outline concave. Lateral surface ornamented with three 
thickened longitudinal ribs and numerous transverse ribs; 
the most anterior transverse rib connects eye spot and 
muscle node. Dorsal rib short, posterior to sulcus behind 
eye spot; median rib separated by sulcus from elongate 
muscle swelling; ventral rib a continuation of anterior rim. 
Marginal area broad, line of concrescence and inner margin 
coincide; muscle scars obscure, confined to small deep pit. 
Hinge of right with spike-like anterior tooth, post-ad­
jacent socket, connecting groove and slightly lobate pos­
terior tooth.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (right valve): length 0.67 mm;
height 0.36 mm. Left valve: length 0.68 mm; height
0 .39 mm.
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TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 32, Sample 3.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species differs from C. bicornis 
because of its less elongate, more quadrate outline and 
its thicker more sturdily constructed ornamentation.
Genus ECHINOCYTHEREIS Puri 1954 
ECHINOCYTHEREIS BARTONI (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate XII, figure 7 
Cythereis bartoni Israelsky 1929, p. 17, pi. 3A, figs. 17a,
b.
Echinocythereis bartoni Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 323,
324; fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with concave dorsal outline, 
prominent sulcus behind eye spot and strongly reticulate 
surface.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view oblong; in­
flated; left valve larger, overlaps right at both ends of 
hinge. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior narrowly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; dorsal out­
line concave behind eye spot; ventral outline concave in 
front of middle. Lateral surface strongly reticulate, 
with prominent curved sulcus behind distinct eye spot.
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Marginal area broad, line of concrescence coincides with 
inner margin; muscle scars in small deep pit in front of 
center, obscure; hinge holoamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Right valve: length 0.59 mm; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Marlbrook Formation.
Genus PHACORHABDOTUS Howe and Laurencich 1958 
PHACORHABDOTUS TEXANUS Howe and Laurencich 1958 
Plate XIII, figures la,b 
Phacorhabdotus texanus Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 457.
3 figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with an arched dorsal rib and a 
broad, rounded muscle node.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elon­
gate, less inflated than females. Carapace in lateral view 
subovate, anterior and posterior compressed, inflated 
ventro-laterally. Anterior broadly rounded with rarely 
preserved thin frill, but no raised rim; posterior acutely 
rounded in left, sub-angulate in right, denticulate on 
ventral half; dorsal outlirie medially concave due to arched 
dorsal rib; ventral outline concave in front of middle, 
with thickened rim along entire length in left, posterior 
two-thirds on right. Lateral surface smooth between three 
longitudinal ribs; dorsal rib short, arched, rises above
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dorsal margin; median rib extends from posterior of round­
ed muscle node; ventral rib longest, lies above and parallel 
to ventral margin; ribs tend to be nodose at posterior 
terminations. Marginal area very broad at anterior and 
posterior, radial pore canals numerous, straight, paired; 
muscle pit deep, scars obscure; hinge of right consists of 
anterior smooth tooth, shallow post-adjacent socket, con­
necting groove and smooth ovate posterior tooth, in left 
sockets open to interior.
DIMENSIONS.--Male left valve: length 0.62 mm; 




Plate XIII, figures 2a,b
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with three low, thick lateral
ribs and no distinct muscle swelling.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more
elongate, less inflated than females. Carapace in lateral
%
view oblong-ovate; anterior broadly rounded on left, broad­
ly angulate at middle on right, rimmed, denticulate; dorsal 
outline arched, highest in front of middle in left, at
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middle in right; ventral outline concave at middle, rimmed 
on left valve. Lateral surface smooth, posteriorly inflat­
ed, no distinct muscle swelling, ornamented with three low, 
thickened longitudinal ribs; dorsal rib short, parallels 
dorsal margin; median rib short, low, visible only on back 
third of carapace; ventral rib longest, curves upward pos­
teriorly. Marginal are'a broad at anterior, radial pore 
canals long, straight, some cross; muscle scars obscure; 
hinge amphidont, in right consists of blunt anterior tooth, 
postadjacent socket, shallow connecting groove and posterior 
reniform tooth; hinge of left complimentary.
DIMENSIONS.--Holotype (female right valve): length
0.54 mm; height 0.31 mm. Male right valve: length 0.49 mm;
height 0.24 mm.
TYPE LOCALITY.--RJC Locality 36, Sample 4.
TYPE LEVEL.--Ozan Formation.
REMARKS.--This species may be distinguished from P_. 
texanus by its low thickened longitudinal ribs and a thicker 
more sturdily constructed carapace. P. tridentus is wider, 
more flared anteriorly and the lateral ribs are sharper, more 
distinct. Phacorhabdotus n. sp. is based on eighteen speci­
mens .
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Genus VEENIA Butler and Jones 1957 
VEENIA ARACHOIDES (Berry) 1925 
Plate XIII, figures 5a,b 
Gythere arachoides Berry 1925, p. 282, fig. 5.
Cythere rectangulapora Berry 1925, p. 283, fig. 4.
Cythere rectangulapora Alexander 1929, p. 84.
Cythereis ivii Israelsky 1929, p. 15, pi. 3A, figs. 14a-c. 
Cythereis ivii Israelsky 1935, p. 485, pi. 3A, figs. 14a-c. 
Brachycythere arachoides Schmidt 1948, p. 415, pi. 62, figs. 
13-16.
Not Cythereis ivii Skinner 1956, p. 195, pi. 3, figs'. 6a-f. 
Cythere multipora Skinner 1956, p. 90, pi. 2, figs. 4a-d. 
Veenia arachoides Butler and Jones 1957, p. 46, pi. 5, fig. 4. 
Velarocythere arachoides Brown 1957, p. 22, pi. 5, figs.
16-18.
Veenia arachoides Howe and Laurencich 1958, p.510, fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species characterized by a coarsely 
reticulate>surface and well defined dorsal and median ridges.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males more elon­
gate, less inflated than females. Carapace in lateral view 
sub-ovate to sub-trigonal; left valve larger, overlap great­
est at hinge ear. Anterior obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior narrowly rounded in left, sub-angulate
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in right, rimmed, denticulate in middle; dorsal outline 
arched, concave behind hinge ear; ventral outline convex. 
Lateral surface coarsely reticulate; arched dorsal ridge 
separates sulcus behind eye spot from sulcus above median 
ridge; a longitudinal groove or sulcus separates median 
ridge from swollen venter. Marginal area relatively 
broad, line of concrescence and inner margin coincide, 
radial pore canals numerous, straight; muscle scars con­
fined to pit, consist of a vertical row of four or five 
with a heart shaped scar in front; hinge holoamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Male left valve: length 0.72 mm;
height 0.42 mm. Female right valve: length 0.70 mm;
height 0.39 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Marlbrook Formations.
VEENIA GAPENSIS (Alexander) 1929 
Plate XIII, figures 3a,b 
Cythere gapensis Alexander 1929, p. 84, pi. 6, figs. 16, 17. 
Trachyleberis gapensis Brown 1957, p. 14, pi. 7, figs. 15- 
19.
Cythere gapensis Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 158, figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with four longitudinal ridges
and cross ridges. The upper of the two median ridges bi­
furcates .
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DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, males longer, 
more compact than females. Carapace in lateral view sub- 
ovate to sub-trigonal, left valve larger, overlaps right 
at both ends of hinge. Anterior obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior of left narrowly rounded, rimmed; of 
right acutely angulate above middle, rimmed; dorsal out­
line arched; ventral outline convex, converges dorsally to 
the posterior. Lateral surface with four longitudinal 
ridges between which are cross ribs; upper of two median 
ridges bifurcates in front of indistinct muscle swelling, 
upper branch terminating at eye spot, lower in antero- 
ventral area. Marginal area moderately broad, line of 
concrescence coincides with inner margin, radial pore 
canals numerous, some cross; muscle scars consist of a 
vertical row of four with a heart shaped scar in front; 
hinge holoamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.62 mm;




VEENIA OZANANA (Israelsky) 1929 
Plate XIII, figures 4a,b
Cythereis ozanana Israelsky 1929, p. 13, pi. 3A, figs. 1-
Cythereis ponderosana Israelsky 1929, p. 13, pi. 3A, figs
5 -8 .
Cythere ponderosana Alexander 1929, p. S3 , pi. 6, fig. 3
Cythereis ozanana Alexander 1933, p. 212.
Cythereis ozanana Loetterle 1938, p. 64, pi. 11, fig. 6.
Cythereis ozanana Alexander 1939, p. 66.
Cythereis ozanana Bold 1946, p. 98, pi. 6, figs. 12a-c.
?Protocythere paratriplicata Swain 1952, p. 85, pi. 9, 
figs. 18-21.
Veenia ozanana Butler and Jones 1957, p. 44, pi. 3, figs. 
4a-e.
?Protocythere paratriplicata Brown 1957, p. 16, pi. 3, 
figs. 16, 17.
Veenia ozanana Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 512, 513, figs.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with a deep sulcus behind eye 
spot and above muscle swelling and a pointed posterior.
DESCRIPTION.--Sexually dimorphous, females shorter, 
more inflated than males. Carapace in lateral view sub- 
trigonal, anterior and posterior compressed, inflated ventro- 
laterally; left valve larger, overlap greatest at anterior
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hinge ear. Anterior broadly rounded, rimmed, denticulate; 
posterior acutely rounded on left, angulate on right, rim­
med, denticulate at middle; dorsal outline arched, concave 
behind hinge ear; ventral margin convex, partially obscured 
by ventral tumidity. Lateral surface ornamented with three 
longitudinal ridges; sulcus behind eye spot recurves below 
dorsal ridge and above muscle swelling; dorsal and median 
ridges with a row of pits along ventral side; ventral 
ridge pitted along dorsal side. Marginal area moderately 
broad, line of concrescence departs inner margin around 
anterior and posterior, radial pore canals numerous, ir­
regular, some bifurcate; muscle scars confined to pit, 
consist of a vertical row of four with a heart shaped scar 
in front; hinge holoamphidont.
DIMENSIONS.--Female left valve: length 0.65 mm;
height 0.39 mm. Male left valve: length 0.78 mm; height
0.44 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.--Ozan, Annona, Marlbrook Forma­
tions .
Genus VELAROCYTHERE Brown 1957 
VELAROCYTHERE REESIDEI (Swain) 1948 
Plate XII, figure 5 
Cythereis reesidei Swain 1948, p. 199, pi. 14, fig. 3 (= pi.
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13, fig. 3)
?Trachvlelereis ? cf. T. reesidei Swain 1951, p. 30, pi. 3, 
fig. 13.
Cythereis reesidei (Swain) Howe and Laurencich 1958, p. 229, 
fig.
DIAGNOSIS.--A species with elongate-ovate lateral 
outline, coarsely reticulate lateral surface and rimmed 
anterior and posterior.
DESCRIPTION.--Carapace in lateral view elongate- 
ovate, highest anterior to eye spot, left valve larger, 
greatest overlap above eye spot. Anterior broadly rounded, 
rimmed; posterior more narrowly rounded, rimmed; dorsal out­
line arched; ventral outline sinuous; both converge toward 
posterior. Lateral surface coarsely reticulate except for 
muscle node; longitudinal ridges more prominent than verti­
cal; a prominent ridge starts below eye spot, arches sharply 
up to dorsal margin, ends in front of posterior; below 
muscle node but above ventral margin several longitudinal 
ridges are fused and form a thickened ventral ridge.
Marginal area moderately broad, line of concrescence an< 
inner row of three with a heart shaped scar in front; hinge 
of left consists of narrow elongate socket set at almost a 
right angle to bar; hinge of right with narrow triangular
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tooth, postadjacent socket, narrow groove, ovate posterior 
tooth inclined to groove.
DIMENSIONS.--Left valve: length 0.54 mm; height
0.32 mm.
STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL.— Ozan Formation.
REMA.RKS . --The shape, hinge and muscle scars of this 
species place it in the genus Velarocythere Brown. This 




1. Krithe cushmani Alexander. Right valve
view of complete carapace. Approxi­
mately X 60.  ......................    78
Krithe postprojecta Schmidt. Right valve 
view of complete carapace. Approxi­
mately X 6 0 . ..............    80
3. Paracypris n. sp. Right valve view of
complete carapace. Approximately X 60 ........ 64
4. Bairdoppilata rotunda (Alexander). 4a, 
dorsal view of complete carapace. 4b, 
right valve view of complete carapace.
Approximately X 3 0 ............ ............... .. 67
5. Cythere11a tuberculifera Alexander. Left 
valve view of complete carapace.
Approximately X 6 0 .............................. 52
6. Bythocypris windhami Butler and Jones.
Right valve view of complete carapace.
Approximately X 6 0 .........................  65
7. Cythere11a n. sp. 7a, dorsal view of
female. 7d, dorsal view of male. 7c, left 
valve view of complete carapace, female. 7b,
left valve view of complete carapace, male.
Approximately X 6 0 .............................. 54
8 . Cythere11a austinensis Alexander. 8a, left
valve view of complete carapace, female. 8b,
left valve view of complete carapace, male.





1. Cytherelloidea spiralia Jennings. la, 
exterior left valve female. lb, exterior 
right valve, female. 1c , exterior left 
valve, male. Id, exterior right valve,
male. Approximately X 60.......................  61
2. Cytherelloidea tollettensis Sexton. 2a,
exterior left valve, female. 2b, exterior 
right valve, female. 2c, exterior left 
valve, male. 2d, exterior right valve, male. 
Approximately X 6 0 .........................   59
3. Cytherelloidea ozanana Sexton. 3a, exterior 
left valve, female. 3b, exterior right 
valve, female. 3c, exterior left valve, 
male. 3d, exterior right valve, male.
Approximately X 6 0 .............................. 57
4. Cytherelloidea crafti Sexton. 4a, exterior 
left valve, female. 4b, exterior right valve, 
female. 4c, exterior left valve, male. 4d, 
exterior right valve, male.
Approximately X 6 0 .............................. 55
5. Morrowina n. sp. 5a, exterior right valve.





1. Haplocytheridea ? bruceclarki (Israelsky). 
la, exterior left valve, male. lb, 
exterior left valve, female.
Approximately X 6 0 ............................  68
2. Clithrocytheridea fabaformis (Berry).
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60.........  77
3. Haplocytheridea micropunctata (Alexander).
3a, exterior left valve, male. 3b, 
exterior left valve, female.
Approximately X 6 0 ............................  74
4. Haplocytheridea ? councilli (Brown).
4a, exterior left valve, female, 4b, 
exterior left valve, male.
Approximately X 60 . .  .......................  70
5. Haplocytheridea ? insolita (Alexander and 
Alexander). Left valve view of complete 
carapace. Approximately X 60................  72
6 . Haplocytheridea ? globosa (Alexander).
Exterior right valve, female.
Approximately X 6 0 ........................... 71
7. Haplocytheridea ? plummeri (Alexander).
7a, exterior left valve, female. 7b, 
exterior left valve, male.
Approximately X 6 0 ......................... . 75
8 . Gytheropteron blakei Alexander. 8a , 
exterior right valve. 8b, exterior left
valve. Approximately X 60 . . . . . . . . . .  . 82
9. ‘‘Cythere?11 n. sp. 9a, exterior left valve.






1. Orthonotacythere hannai (Israelsky).
Exterior right valve.
Approximately X 60..........    83
2. Orthonotacythere polita Alexander.
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60. . , . 85
3. Monoceratina montuosa (Jones and Hinde).
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60. . . . 86
4. Monoceratina pedata (Marsson). Exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60   . 88
5. Monoceratina cf. M. umbonata (Williamson).
Exterior right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . 91
6 . Monoceratina prothroensis Butler and Jones.
Exterior right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . 89
7. Brachycythere ovata (Berry). Exterior
left valve. Approximately X 6 0 ............... 95
8 . Brachycythere rhomboidalis (Berry)
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60. . . . 94
9. Brachycythere ledaforma (Israelsky).
Exterior right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . 92
10. Brachycythere n. sp. 4, 10a, exterior 
right valve. 10b, exterior left valve.
Approximately X 60..............................   102
11. Brachycythere sphenoides (Reuss). Exterior
left valve. Approximately X 6 0 ..............  97
12. Brachycythere n. sp. 3. 12a, dorsal view of 
complete carapace. 12b, exterior left valve. 





1. Brachycythere n. sp. 1. la, exterior
left valve. lb,.exterior right valve, 
lc, ventral view of complete carapace.
Approximately X 6 0 ............................. 98
2. Brachycythere n. sp. 2. 2a, exterior
left valve. 2b, exterior right valve.
Approximately X 6 0 .............................100
3. Alatacythere ponderosana (Israelsky).
3a, exterior right valve. 3b, exterior
left valve. 3c, dorsal view of complete
carapace. Approximately X 60.................. 104
4. Pterygocythere n. sp. 4a, exterior left 
valve. 4b, exterior right valve. 4c, dor­
sal view of complete carapace.
Approximately X 60 . . . . .   ............... . 107
5. Amphicytherura dubia Butler and Jones.
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60 . . .  . 110
6 . Pterygocythere saratogana (Israelsky).
Exterior left valve.









1. Cythereis paraustinensis Swain. la, 
exterior left valve. lb, exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60................. 120
2• Cythereis caudata Butler and Jones
exterior left valve. Approximately X 60. . . . 113
3* Cythereis bicornis Israelsky. 3a, 
exterior left valve. 3b, exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60..........   Ill
4. Loxoconcha fletcheri (Israelsky).
Exterior right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . 109
5. Cythereis dallasensis Alexander.
Exterior right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . 117
6 . Cythereis pidgeoni (Berry).
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60. . . . 125
7. Cythereis ? spoori Israelsky. Exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60...........  123
8. Cythereis ? plummeri Israelsky. 8a,
exterior right valve. 8b, exterior
left valve. Approximately X 6 0 ................ 122
9* Cythereis costatana Israelsky, Exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60.  ............. 116
10. Cythereis filicosta (Marsson). Exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60..........   118
11. Cythereis communis Israelsky. Exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60..........   114
12. Cythereis ? hannai Israelsky. Exterior





1. Cythereis ? n. sp. 2. • la, exterior
left valve. lb, exterior right valve.
Approximately X 6 0 ............................   130
2* Cythereis ? n. sp. 3. Exterior left
valve. Approximately X 6 0 .........................131
3* Cythereis n. sp. 1. 3a, exterior left
valve. 3b, ventral view of complete 
carapace. 3c, exterior right valve.
Approximately X 60 . . . .  . ......................  128
Cythereis verricula Butler and Jones.
4a, exterior left valve. 4b, exterior
right valve. Approximately X 60 . . . . . . .  . 127
5. Velarocythere reesidei (Swain).
Exterior left valve. Approximately X 60 . . .  . 142
6 . Cythereis n . sp. 4. 4a, exterior left
valve. 4b, exterior right valve.
Approximately X 6 0 ........................... . , 133
7. Ec'hinocythereis bartoni (Israelsky).





1. Phac orhabdo tus texanus Howe and Laurenc ich. 
la, exterior left valve, female.
lb, exterior right valve, female.
Approximately X 60  ................   135
2. Phacorhabdotus n. sp. Exterior
right valve, male. Approximately X 6 0 ........... 136
3• Veenia gapensis (Alexander). 3a,
exterior left valve, female. 3b, 
exterior left valve, male.
Approximately X 60 . . . . . . .   ...............139
Veenia ozanana (Israelsky). 4a,
exterior left valve, male. 4b, 
exterior left valve, female.
Approximately X 6 0 ................................ 141
5. Veenia arachoides (Berry). 5a,
exterior left valve, female. 5b, 
exterior right valve, male.





See text, p. 22.
RJC LOCALITY 2
On Arkansas State Highway 26, 1.9 miles west of 
junction with Arkansas State Highway 51. Base of 
section is 15' above culvert at Walnut Branch, in 
road cut on south side of road. NE 1/4, SW 1/4,
Sec. 25, T. 8 S., R. 21 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 3
See text, p. 23.
RJC LOCALITY 4
On Arkansas State Highway 26, 1.2 miles west of 
junction with Arkansas State Highway 51. Base of 
section is at base of road cut on south side of road. 
NW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 30, T. 7 S., R. 20 W. Clark 
County.
RJC LOCALITY 5
See text, p. 25.
RJC LOCALITY 6
See text, p, 41,
RJC LOCALITY 7
See text, p. 42.
RJC LOCALITY 8
See text, p. 21.
RJC LOCALITY 9
On county road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, .3 mile west of railroad crossing on west side 
of Okolona. Base of section is at base of road cut on 
north side of road. NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 33, T. 8 S.,
R. 22 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 10
On bounty road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, .45 mile west of railroad crossing on west side 
of Okolona. Base of section is at base of road cut on
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north side of road. NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 33, T. 8 S.,
R. 22 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 11
On county road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, .7 mile west of railroad crossing on west 
side of Okolona. Base of section is at base of road 
cut on north side of road. SE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 28,
T. 8 S., R. 22 W. Clark County,
RJC LOCALITY 12
On county road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, .9 mile west of railroad crossing on west side 
of Okolona. Base of section is at base of road cut on 
north side of road. NE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 28, T. 8 S.,
R. 22 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 13
On county road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, 1.1 miles west of railroad crossing on west 
side of Okolona. Base of section is at base of road 
cut on north side of road. NW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 28,
T. 8 S., R. 22 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 14
On county road leading northwest from Okolona to 
Antoine, at its junction with road to Hare Community. 
Base of section is at base of road cut on south side 
of junction. SE 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 28, T. 8 S., R. 22 
I-J. C lark County.
RJC LOCALITY 15
On county road between Hare Community and Antoine 
River, .4 mile south of Hare Community. Base of section 
is at base of road cut on east side of road. NW 1/4,
SE 1/4, Sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 22 W. Clark County.
RJC LOCALITY 17
See text, p. 43.
RJC LOCALITY 18
On Arkansas State Highway 4, .3 mile south of bridge 
over South Fork of Ozan Creek. Base of section is at 
base of road cut on west side of road. E 1/2, NW 1/4, 
Sec. 8, T. 11 S., R. 25 W. Hempstead County.
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RJC LOCALITY 19
On left bank of Plum Creek, .2 mile east of Yancey- 
Columbus county road. Base of section is at base of 
left bank and continues up hill slope to south. SE 
Cor., W 1/2, SE 1/4, Sec. 8, T. 11 S., R. 26 W.
Hempstead County.
RJC LOCALITY 20
On county road between Columbus and Yancey. Top 
of section is at top of deep ditch on east side of 
road. NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 20, T. 11 S.,
R. 26 W. Hempstead County.
RJC LOCALITY 21
On Arkansas State Highway 4, .2 mile south of bridge 
over Middle Fork of Ozan Creek. Base of section is 
at base of road cut on west side of road. SW Cor.,
SE 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 20, T. 10 S ., R. 26 W. Hempstead 
County.
RJC LOCALITY 22
See text, p. 43.
RJC LOCALITY 23
On Arkansas State Highway 55, .45 mile north of 
Saratoga. Base of section is at base of road cut on 
west side of road. SW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 32, T. 11 S.,
R. 27 W. Howard County.
RJC LOCALITY 24.
On Arkansas State Highway 55, ,65 mile north of 
Saratoga. Base of section is at base of road cut on 
east side of road. NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 30, T. 11 S.,
R. 27 W. Howard County.
RJC LOCALITY 25
On Arkansas State Highway 55, .1 mile south of road 
to Okay. Base of section is at base of road cut on 
east side of road. SE 1/4, SE 1/4, Sec. 29, T. 11 S.,
R. 27 W. Howard County.
RJC LOCALITY 26
On Arkansas State Highway 55, .4 mile north of road 
to Okay. Base of section is in ditch on west side of 
road and section continues in gulleys west of road.
SW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 29, T. 11 S., R. 27W. Howard County.
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RJC LOCALITY 27
See text, p. 31.
RJC LOCALITY 28
See text, p. 10.
RJC LOCALITY 29
On Arkansas State Highway 55, 1.0 mile north of 
crossroad at Toilette. Base of section is at base 
of road cut on west side of road, SW 1/4, SE 1/4,
NW 1/4, Sec. 4, T. 11 S., R. 27 W. Howard County.
RJC LOCALITY 30
.75 mile north of Plum Creek on Arkansas State 
Highway 55 or 1.4 miles south of crossroad at 
Toilette, Base of section is at base of road cut 
on west side of road. SE Cor., NE 1/4, SE 1/4, Sec. 
17, T. 11 S., R. 27 W. Howard County.
RJC LOCALITY 31
On west slope of Gravelly Hill, .1 mile west of 
Gravelly Hill Church on Ben Lomond-Brownstown county 
road. Base of section is in ditch on southside of 
road. NE 1/4, NW 1/4, NW 1/4, T. 11 S., R. 29 W. 
Sevier County.
RJC LOCALITY 32
.3 mile south of Brownstown on Brownstown-White 
Cliffs county road. Base of section is at base of 
road cut on east side of road. NE 1/4, NW 1/4, NW 
1/4, Sec. 11, T. 11 S., R. 29 W. Sevier County,
RJC LOCALITY 33
On Brownstown-White Cliffs county road, .15 mile 
north of cemetery on west side of road. Base of 
section is at base of gulley on west side of road.
NE 1/4, SE 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 14, T. 11 S., R. 29 W. 
Sevier County.
RJC LOCALITY 34
2.8 miles south of crossroads at Brownstown, on 
Brownstown-White Cliffs county road. Base of 
section is at base of left bank of small stream 
crossing road, section continues up hill to south.




See text, p. 35.
RJC LOCALITY 36
On left bank of Little River, .2 mile upstream 
from quarry at White Cliffs. Base of section is 
at base of steep bluff on left bank of river. SE 
1/4, NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 35, T. 11 S., R. 29 W.
Little River County.
RJC LOCALITY 37
See text, p. 38.
RJC LOCALITY 38
On county road leading north from Arkansas State 
Highway 108 to Arkansas State Highway 32, .35 mile 
north of intersection of this county road and . 
Arkansas State Highway 108. Base of section is at 
bottom of ditch on east side of road. SW Cor., NE 
1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 29, T. 12 S., R. 32 W. Little 
River County*
RJC LOCALITY 39
On county road leading north from Arkansas State 
Highway 108 to Arkansas State Highway 32, 1.2 miles 
north of intersection of this county road and Arkan­
sas State Highway 108. Base of section is at base 
of road cut on west side of road. SE Cor., SE 1/4,
SE 1/4, Sec. 19, T. 12 S., R. 32 W. Little River 
County.
RJC LOCALITY 40
On county road leading north from Arkansas State 
Highway 108 to Arkansas State Highway 32. .7 mile
north of intersection of this county road and 
Arkansas State Highway 108. Base of section is in 
ditch on east side of road. SW Cor., NW 1/4, Sec.
29, T. 11 S., R. 32 W. Little River County.
RJC LOCALITY 41
On county road leading north from Arkansas State 
Highwayl08 to Arkansas State Highway 32. 1.0 mile
north of intersection of this county road and Arkan­
sas State Highway 108. Base of section is at bottom 
of ditch on east side of road. SW 1/4, NW 1/4, NW 
1/4, Sec. 29, T. 11 S., R. 32 W. Little River County.
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RJC LOCALITY 42
On county road following section line between 
sections 19 and 30. Base of section at base of road 
cut on south side of road. NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec, 30,
T. 11 S., R. 32 W. Little River County.
RJC LOCALITY 43
On county road leading south from Arkansas State 
Highway 32 to Arkansas State Highway 108, following 
west section line of section 19. Base of section is 
at base of road cut on west side of road. NE 1/4,
SW 1/4, Sec. 19, T. 12 S., R. 32 W. Little River
County.
RJC LOCALITY 44
On Arkansas Sts'e Highway 32, 1.0 mile east of 
Oklahoma-Arkansas boundary. Base of section is at 
base of road cut on south side of road. NE 1/4,
NE 1/4, Sec. 13, T. 12 S., R. 33 W. Little River
County,
RJC LOCALITY 45
On Arkansas State Highway 32, at Arkansas-Okla­
homa state line. Base of section is at base of road 
cut on north side of road. NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 14,
T. 12 S., R. 33 W. Little River County.
RJC LOCALITY 46
See text, p. 15.
RJC LOCALITY 47
On Brownstown-White Cliffs county road, .9 mile 
north of White Cliffs Quarry. Base of section is at 
bottom of ditch on west side of road. SW 1/4, NW 1/4, 
Sec. 25, T. 11 S., R. 29 W. Little River County,
RJC LOCALITY 48
On county road following section line between 
sections 19 and 20. 1.25 miles south of this county
road is intersection with Arkansas State Highway 32. 
Chalk bed of partial section crops out across road.
SW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 20, T. 12 S., R. 32 W. Little 
River County.
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